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STUDIES IIJ TH3 ..-POY/TH A3D ^lUTEITIOII 0? DAIRY C;^LYES 
I. THE SESTATIOiJ P3r:iaD 
-2-
Studies in the {JroTyth and I'atrition of Dairy CalTes 
I, The Gestation Period, 
The gestation period of the cow is generally recognized as 
of fairly definite length, though fet? reports have been made on 
this sahject, These reports include a considerable narnber of 
aninials bat little study has been given to the variations which 
occar in the length of gestations. 
Eesame of Previous gork 
On sumsaarising 764 gestc-.tion periods Spencer (4) found that 
S14 of them ended 284 days or less after the date of breeding, 
and 310 of them 285 days or more after that time. He stated 
that gestations of less than 260 days* duration had ended decidely i 
prematurely, while that of over 300 days is-ere very irregular i 
though they did not affect the offspring. After studying 182 
normal gestations on 20 cows Wing (2) found the average Ic^.gth 
to be 280 days regardless of the sex of the offspring, The 
majority were from 274 to 287 days in length and were fairly 
evenlj distributed t .roughout that period. He also noted that 
some cows had uniformly long and other uniformly short periods of 
gestation. Jrom 1062 observations Fleming fl) found the average 
length of the gestation period to be 283 days. 
isxperinental Work 
The data presented here was collected from the herd on Iowa 
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State College Dairy ?arm from Deeeaber 1907 to ^ovenber 1921 
inclasive, A sammary 569 gestation periods are presented, 
testation periods daring "which twins were cjirried have not 
"been included. In addition to the general results obtained an 
effort has been made to find what inflaence, if any, the age of 
the cow at the time of freshening and the season of freshening 
have on the length of the gestation period. 
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Table I 
Average Length of Gestation period 
IJumber of Calves Average Gestation perio 
Breed No, of 
CoXiS Male Peraale (Dotal Llale ?ea£le Total 
Days Days Days 
Parebreds 
-.yrshire 14 15 20 S5 277 27y 278 
Gaernsey 25 42 35 77 282 281 281 
!'0l stein 28 41 74 276 279 278 
Jersey 31 58 35 73 280 280 280 
Grades 
Ayrshire 2 2 2 £82 282 
Guernsey 21 22 26 48 282 282 282 
Holsteii) 14 20 17 37 279 280 279 
Jersey 10 7 12 19 279 277 278 
ScTobs 2 2 4 287 285 286 
Grades .7 51 55 106 280 280 280 
Parebreds 98 136 122 259 279 230 279 
All Calves 149 189 180 369 
« 
279 280 280 
-5-
The gestation periods have been tabulated by breeds, and 
the scrubs se-^arcted from the grades and parebreds. The scrubs 
and grades v:ere all used foi exp--rimer:tal breeding ^ ork, A 
sex distinction was also made in the tabulation. 
Table II 
Pistribatlon of Sestation Periods According to ?heir -nnratinTi 
jjamber of Calves Distrifeatiori of Gestations 
length of 
^Je station Male Jemale •Total Male Jeiaale Total 
Days dt p 
251 15 2 17 8.4 1.1 4.7 
261 2S 9 12.7 5.2 9.1 
271 69 80 149 58.2 45.7 42.0 
281 69 75 14-- 38.3 42.8 40.6 
291 4 S IS 2.3 5.2 3.6 
• « 
-7-
In order that a clearer eoEception of the coimection he-
tureen the ses of the calf and the length of gestation period 
may be obtained, the nercenta^re of the cclves of each sez 
carried throcgh gestation periods of various lergths have been 
determined. Only S55 gestations cocld be ased for this par-
pose and they are tabulated in groups varying in duration by 
ten days. The first group includes gestations of 251 to 260 
days, the second grour) is made up of gestotions of 261 to 270 
days, and so on, testations of less than 260 days and those 
approaching 500 days in length must be looked on as some~hat 
abnormal althoa .h the calves Trere dropped in good healthy 
condition. 
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lable III 
InHaence of Age of Cow at greshening on Length of Gestation Period 
Age of 
Cow 
Hamber of Calves Averasre Len;rth of Gestation 
Female Total Male Jemale Total 
Years 
• 
Days Days Says 
1 1 2 b 285 280 231 
2 44 33 83 232 279 281 
41 32 73 280 279 230 
4 26 31 57 282 279 280 
5 20 20 40 285 279 282 
6 11 14 25 282 280 281 
7 IS 12 25 282 281 282 
8 12 10 22 280 282 1:81 
9 4 6 10 282 285 284 
10 3 4 7 281 235 283 
11 4 3 7 234 284 284 
12 4 4 281 281 
IS 1 2 3 231 278 i:82 
14 1 2 3 285 282 283 
In determining the inflaence of the age of the cor on 
the length of the gestatior period, sonie of the periods had 
to he discarded as records were not svriilable in all cases 
of "both the age of the cow and the length of the gestation 
period. As a conseqaence only 562 of the 369 periods are 
ased for this parpose. 
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lacle IV 
Month of 
Pre shening 
^ \J a. ^ .i. ^  ^ ^ 
number of Calves Average 
yjjL. c. UCL wj. wjJk 
Length of Gestation 
itole Pemale Total 2irile Jemsle Total 
Says Days Days 
January 12 19 32 281 281 281 
Jebraary 20 25 42 278 280 279 
March E5 22 43 280 230 230 
April 15 11 25 279 284 231 
May 11 14 25 279 273 £78 
Jane 14 10 24 278 282 280 
Jaly 16 11 26 1 277 285 280 
AagoSt 11 14 25 235 280 282 
September 14 16 SO 278 279 279 
October 18 19 57 281 284 284 
I^ovember 17 9 26 277 283 279 
December 14 8 22 284 281 285 
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In determining the influence of the season of freshening 
on the length of the gestation period, the records were taha-
lated "by months* It was again necessary to delete a fe-sr re­
cords so that only 564 are available, 
Discassion of r-esolts 
When all the records availalJe for this stady are taken in­
to consideration it is found that the average ler^gth of the 
gestation period for dairy cows is 280 days. There were no 
significant variations so far as the breed of the cows was con­
cerned. 
It has frequently "been stated and is a very comaon "belief 
that the periods of gestation during which "bull calves are 
carried are longer than thjse for heifer calves, Ihe averr^ge 
of all the records studied here however, shows an average gesta­
tion period of 280 days for both ball and heifer calves. On 
studying the distribution of the gestation T)eriods of various 
lengths, it is found that of the aale calves were dropped 
after a period of 271 to 280 days in utero while an euual ner-
centage of them were drop ed alter 281 to 290 days in utero, 
The corresponding figures for the heifers are 45,75o and 42,8;^, 
This shows that the gestJition periods are more closely grouped, 
so far as duration is concerned, in the case of heifer calves 
than in the c.'ise of ball calves, V.hen the extremes are con­
sidered, it is foar.d that 21,15S of the bull and 6,S^ of the 
heifer calves are carried in atero for 270 days or less while 
2,5% of the bull and 5,2% of the heifer calves are carried for 
-la-
291 days or more, T'iiis does not indicate any greater length 
of the gestation period in the case of ball calves. 
The age of the cor.' at the time of freshening and the season 
of freshening a:-e factors wMch slso appeared to have no in-
flaence on the length of the period of gestation. 
15-
Sammary 
?roai the dsta studied here it was found that: 
1» She average length of the gestation -Deriod in dairy co^s 
was 280 days, 
2, Shis was n,t affected by the breed of the cows, 
S, The sex of the calf had no a parent inflaence on the 
length of the gestation period, 
4, Male and female calves were dropped in practically equal 
nuiobers, 
5, On the average 82.6^ of the calves ^ ere carried in at ro 
for a period of 271 to 290 days, 
6, The age of the cow at the time of freshening -sras "without 
influence on the duratior, of the gestation period, 
7, She length of the gestation period was not influenced by 
the season of freshening. 
-14-
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STUDIES III SHE GEOWTH Am mJIDEITIOU OF DAIRY G.41VSS 
II. TH2 3ir.5H WEIGHITS OP G/.LTSS. 
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Stadiee in the Srovrth and Mutrition of Dairy Calves 
II, The Birth Weights of Calves 
In spite of the fact that mariy feeding trials iiave been 
condacted with dairy calves, fex? reports are to be found re­
garding the birth wei ht of calves and the factors that in­
fluence them. The fev reports available hoT^ever contain data 
on several hundred animals and so are of considerable value, 
except in the case of some breeds, 
Eesgpe of previous ^ ork 
The T/ork so far reported on this subject can be very 
easily samnarized as Henry 'S: Morrison (2) reported the 7;ork 
available from all esperiaent stations while later Eckles (1) 
published data in similar form. 
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Cable I. 
Ee-ported Average Birth. Weights of Bair.y Calves 
Breed 
Uamlier 
of 
Calves 
ilales 
Avera??e Y/eight 
^eaalesj Total 
Eelation of 
Weight of 
Calf to \7eigiit 
of Dam 
lbs. lbs. ! lbs. $ 
Senry & Morrison (2) 
Ayrshire 
G-uernsey 
Eolstein 
Jersey 
54 
57 
104 
119 
77 
75 
94 
58 
74 
68 
35 
4S 
76 
71 
89 
55 
7.8 
7.1 
7.7 
6.1 
3ekles (1) 
Ayrshire 
Hoistein 
53 
154 
Jersey |196 
7S 
ys 
58 
65 
88 
53 
69 
90 
55 
6.9 
8.0 
6,5 
Sckles fl) noted that the xirst and second calves of heifers 
were some-what heavier than those borr.e at later s=;es bat that 
old cows ter.ded to have small e^ilves. He nlso found that small 
calves iirere often delivered after short ^.estation periods and 
large calves after long periods, hat between these estreaes 
there was no evidence of correlation between the weight of the 
calf and the length of the gestr-tion period, 
"'"'•''^ jriiiient'^  ^ o^rk 
A digest has been raade of the Herd records kept at the 
Dairy f-ax-m of Iowa State College from December 1907 to IJovember 
1921 inclusive and the work reported here includes data on 269 
calves and is closely connected v/ith the material presented in 
Paper I of this series. Only records on single c>?2ves are in­
cluded, as it Tsas thought best to treat them alune and the 
number of twins was too smriLl to really justify treatmerit here. 
Mi attempt has been :iiade to study some of the factors which r ight 
be presumed to have some influence on the birth weights of 
calves. 
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Table II 
Average Birth Weights of Calves 
t Ha: nber of C alves .-•veraere Birth ?/eie:ht 
Breed 
t
e
!
 
o
 o
 
CO
 o
 
t-
k 
Male Fecial € Tota: iJale Feniale Total 
Parebreds lbs , lbs. lbs. 
Ayrshire 14 15 20 S5 68 65 66 
Oaerrisey 25 42 55 77 66 61 64 
Hoistein 28 41 5Z 74 97 89 94 
Jersey SI S8 55 73 55 52 54 
Grades 
Ayrshire 2 2 
mmmm 
2 60 60 
Gaerrisey 21 22 26 48 68 63 65 
Holstein 14 20 17 37 83 77 81 
Jersey 10 7 12 19 55 53 54 
Scrubs 4 2 2 4 67 51 59 
G-rades 47 51 55 106 72 65 68 
Parebreds 98 126 123 259 73 66 70 
All Calves 149 189 180 369 72 65 69 
20 
In tiie general sanunary the breeds have been kept separate, 
and the serabs separated ftoa the grades and parebreds. A 
sez distinction was also been made. The scrubs and grades 
were animals ased in investigational work, A considerable 
namber of grades, of the various breeds except the Ayrshire, 
are included. These grades vary considerably, as soTne of 
them are the result of bat one cross of purebred balls an 
scrub cows, while others are the result of tro and three and 
in one case four crosses of purebred balls. 
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Table III 
Inflaence of Age of Cow at j^eshening on Birth Weight of Calf 
IJaml ber of Calves AYerZfZe Birth Weight of Ci 
Age ol 
Cow Male Female Total Male Female Total 
Years lbs. lbs. lbs. 
1 1 2 3 97 64 75 
2 46 39 85 65 64 64 
2 41 74 75 67 71 
4 26 31 57 78 68 73 
5 20 20 40 77 69 73 
6 11 14 25 70 65 67 
7 13 12 25 79 62 71 
8 12 10 22 72 73 72 
9 4 6 10 67 76 72 
10 3 4 7 79 57 66 
11 4 3 7 70 55 64 
12 4 4 62 62 
13 1 2 3 65 54 58 
14 1 2 3 60 59 59 
15 
__ 
16 1 1 60 
— 
60 
22 
On stadying the iDflaence of the age of the cow at the 
time of freshecing on the birth -weight of the calf, a few re­
cords had to be deleted as the age of the cow and the birth 
«eight of the calf -were not always available, Conseqaently, 
only 366 records are available for this part of the -ork. 
The age divisions are each of one year, for esample, the two-
year old group inclades all cows two year old bat ander three. 
Cows from one to sixteen years of age are included. 
25-
lable 17 
lEflaenGe of Weight o# Covr at greshening on Birth r/eisht of Calf 
Weight 
liumber of Crdlves 
a^le Feaaxe ?otal 
.Average Birth Weight 
of CalTes 
iSale Pemale •otcl 
delation of 
iteight of 
Calf to 
/eight of 
I^ am 
o 
7 
25 
22 
20 
14 
7 
10 
5 
5 
11 
26 
25 
25 
19 
10 
8 
2 
10 
13 
51 
53 
45 
17 
18 
8 
lbs, 
57 
58 
64 
72 
7S 
82 
83 
103 
101 
Ihs. 
52 
58 
59 
50 
71 
72 
86 
92 
97 
lbs. 
55 
58 
61 
56 
72 
76 
84 
98 
100 
P 
7.3 
5.8 
6.4 
5,3 
5.3 
6.1 
6,2 
6.8 
6.5 
The ncraber of cases in ivMch. the relationship of the weight 
of the cow at freshening to the freight of the calf at "birth are 
aore limited than in some of the other studies as in the 
earlier part of the period from which the record.s are taken 
the cows were not weighed regalarly, Through the greater por­
tion of the time, however, the cows were weighed weekly and the 
last weight "before freshening was considered to "be the weight 
of the co^v at freshenin This renders 258 records availa"ble» 
The cows were then classified according to weight. Those weigh­
ing 700 poands to 799 poands were pat in the 700-poand group, 
and so on. The trae average live wei^rht for each groop was 
not deteriained bat it w s presuiaed to "be 750 poands for the 
cows in the 700-poa2id >:roap, and so on. The weights arrived 
at in this way were those ased in determining the percentage of 
the live weight of the dam that the weight of the Cilf represented. 
25-
2atle 7 
InflLaence of Season of greshening on Birth w'eight of Calves 
Month of 
Freshening 
Sttnber of Calves Average Birth Wei ght of Calves 
Male Female !I?otal rfele Feiaale Total 
lbs. lbs. lbs. 
Janaary 12 18 30 75 66 70 
February 20 2S 43 74 76 75 
March 28 ' 2S 51 75 67 72 
April 15 11 26 66 63 64 
May 12 13 25 71 60 65 
Jane IS 10 23 72 58 66 
July 14 11 25 ' 59 66 62 
Aagast 11 16 27 72 68 69 
September 14 17 31 73 61 67 i 
October 19 20 39 76 62 69 
JJoveniber 17 10 27 74 73 74 
Deeeaiber 14 8 22 77 69 74 
-26 
All of tlie records trere c.v£ila"ble for determining the 
inflaence of the season of freshening on the birth weight of 
the calf, Chese records T:ere arranged by months. 
-27 
Inflaence 
Haniber of Calves Average Birth T^eight of Calves 
Length of 
Gestation ifele reiaale Total i£^e Fe raale xotal 
Days los. los. Ihs. 
251 15 2 17 75 43 71 
251 22 9 32 70 68 70 
271 69 80 149 73 65 69 
281 69 75 14'i 73 65 69 
291 4 9 IS 69 77 74 
In considering the inflaence of the length of the gestation 
period on the "birth weight of the calf, the gc-station periods 
have "been taken "by ten-day groops, for example, gestr-tions of 
251 to 260 days have "been grouped together. On"y 555 records 
were available for this ^ arpose, 
Diseassion of Eesalts 
When the purebred calves ai e separated oat according to 
breeds, it is foand that the Eolstein calves lead in weight and 
?ire folloTred by the Ayrshire, Gaernsey and Jersey calves. She 
ball calves are heavier thar^ the heifers in each breed. The 
grades, V7ith the exception of the Ayrshires -jjhich are too small 
in namber to be of sigriificance, ap-oroxiinate the parebreds in 
birth weight. On the average the scrab calves have the lowest 
birth weight and the parebreds, the highest, when all classes 
are groaped together, it is found that the average birth weight 
is 72 pounds for the bull calves, 65 pounds for the heifer calves 
and 69 pounds for all, 
5?he age of the cow at the time of freshening may have some 
inflaence on the birth weight of the calf, She weights for 
the calves of yearlings are high, due to the fact the one ball 
coming in this group is well above the average in birth weight. 
Leaving this class oat of consideration however, it would appear 
that there is some slight rise in the birth weights of the 
calves as the cows go from two to five years of age; from then 
on there is a tendency for the calves to be of lower birth weight. 
As the oorrs increase in -eif^ht from an average of 750 
poar.ds in tlie first groap to an avora^te of 1550 pounds in the 
last group the average birth weights of the calves froa these 
cows increase. This is true for "both the nsales and females 
snd the average of all. In the case of the averi.;je the in­
crease was from 55 pounds to 100 pounds. She relation of the 
oirth weight of the calf to the freight of the dam, when ex­
pressed as a percenta,;e of the live freight of the dam does not 
follow this however. It decreases from 7.5^ in the 700-pound 
co^ group to 6,15? 1200-ponnd (Troup and then shows 
irregular increases among the ^^oups of greater "vreight. 
It cannot "be said thst there is any very definite vari­
ation in the "vrei^jht of the calves dropped at different seasons, 
Eowever, it does ii'^-near that the avera>^-e birth vreights of the 
calves dro-oped in the nonths of April to October inclusive are 
lower than the weights of those dro^^ped at other times. With­
in those tro main periods however, there are irregular vari­
ations from mon • h to month. 
The length of the gestation period has little influence on 
the "birth weights of the calves. However, when the gestation is 
about the average in length, the calves are near the 'average in 
birth -weight and as the gestation period varies from normal the 
birth weight of the calves svpe&rs to increase slightly. 
-so-
Sanggary 
After considering the data presented here the following 
statements msy perhaps he made, 
1, The ayerage birth weights found for the calves studied were 
72 pounds for males, 65 pounds for females, and 69 pounds for 
all calves, 
E, Of the purebred calves the Holsteins were the heaviest and 
they were follovred by the iyrshires. Guernseys and Jerseys. 
5, The scrub calves had the loTrest average birth weight and 
the purebreds, the highest, thoajh the grades ar>prozimated the 
parebreds in weight, 
4, As the cows increase in age up to five years, the average 
birth weight of the calves aijparently increases, j?rom then on 
there is an irregular decrease in the wei.-rhts of the calves, 
5, With an increase in the weight of the cows there is an in­
crease in the birth weight of the cnlves, thoa^h this is not in 
direct proportion to the increase in xhe weight of the cows. 
It is not possible to determine from the data available jast 
how closely the increase in weivjht of the cows follows advanc­
ing age, T.e two factors are correlated to a certain extent and 
it is difficult to determine which one is of more importance, 
6, It may be true that calves dropped from April to October in­
clusive are li^chter than those dron-oed during the rest of the 
year. There are fairly wide variations in the birth weights of 
the calves dropoed in each of those periods however. 
7, The length of the gestation period has little infLaence 
on the birth "weight of calvss, "bat the more closely the gesta­
tion approaches noraal in length the nearer are the "birth 
weights to normal, As the recede from normal the 
greater "become the birth reights of the calves. 
3ibl lo^ at>hy 
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STUDIES IS THE SKOV/TH AiiD MTPEITIOH OF DAIEY C.ILVSS 
in. CHS EATS OF GBOWTH OF DAIEY HEIF2P.S 
S^Qdies in the Growth and Uatrition of Dairy Calves 
III. The Eate of G-roiarth of Dairy Heifers 
la investigational work it is freoaently found that a new 
unit of raeasarenent, with which the results obtained can he 
compared, is necessary. In vievr of this f .ct it was deemed 
essential that carves for various forms of growth in calves "be 
obtained. Such carves obtained from measurements of animals 
fed and grovm oat under normal conditions are extremely useful 
as bases with which to compare the growth of animals under 
experimental conditions. Little work, of this character is at 
present available, 
Kescme of previous *Vork 
Practically the only work reported on the rates of growth 
of heifers is that by Sckles (2) who worked with Ayrshires, 
Holsteins and Jerseys and there the rate of growth to two years 
of age, when expressed as .1 percent' ge of the birth weights and 
measurements appears to be most r.-ipid in the Jerseys with the 
Ayrshires second, This confirms general observations regarding 
the more rar)id development of the smaller breeds of dairy cattle, 
1*0 effort will be made here to discuss the many factors 
which control growth "bat it may be noted that Waters (5) on 
feeding calves from the time of birth on rations of various 
ty^-es, from scanty to fall-fed, found that in the early stages 
of developaent growth in height was more rapid than growth 
in width, later however, the growth in width tended to be­
come more rapid, Sckles (1) confirms this ohservation that 
the growth impulse is decidedly stronger in the skeleton than 
in the fleshy parts of the "body. 
The results obtained by McCf^ndlish (3) on feeding an an-
saitable ration to yoang calves tend to give evidence in the 
same direction ^hen the increases in live weight and body 
messareraents are considered. The normal animals with which 
the abnormally fed individuals were compared showed the 
greatest percentage increase ih live weight than in body 
measureaer.ts, bat it was found that the decrease in perce.ntage 
jain in live reight from the normal increase was greater than 
the average decrease in percent-ige gain in live weight was only 
30^ of normal, while the majority of the body dimensions in­
creased at 50^ to 60^ of the normal rate. This would indicate 
that while under normal conditions gains in body weight are 
more rapid than body measurements, yet under adverse con­
ditions the stimuli which cause increase in skeletal dimensions 
are not retarded so easily as are the stimuli which induce 
increases in live weight, 
A factor of note in post-natal growth is the decrease in 
weight which is sometimes said to occur normally for some 
time after birth, iibnorraal decreases nre of course to be 
found in the case of many anini?ils trhich are not properly 
noarished or are stanted in some Tray at that time. So reports 
of this character have been noted "with Cfilves, Eohertson 
f4) however, has reported on the average loss of lirei^ht of 
Sooth Australian infants daring the first week after birth. 
He states that the post-natal loss of weight is due to the 
mechanical shock at hirth, and to the nutritional changes tak­
ing place at time. He finds that the averr^ge loss doe 
to these factors is 9,2^ of the birth weight. 
Post-natal loss is sometimes attribated the fact that 
the young 60 r^ot receive c. sufficient supply of nutrients 
during the first feT7 d r^ys after birth, 2his can hardly be 
looked on as the sole cause of the loss however, as there is 
post-natal loss in weight in guinea pigs, wMch have reached 
such a stage of development at birth that they can readily 
forage for themselves soon after that line, 
ExToerimental Work 
The data reported here has been collected from a group 
of 40 heifers that have been raised from birth to producing 
age on the lotra State College Dairy Farm, These heifers are 
part of those discns?^d in Paper II of this series, The cMif 
reason for obtaining the data was to have a ^ro''»th curve to 
use as a basis with which the rates of growth of animals used 
in experimental work might be compared, She data was collected 
in the years 1916 to 1920 inclusive, 
Parebreds and grades of the Guernsey, Jersey and Holstein 
breeds, and purebred lyrshires were used in this work but so 
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far no attempt has been made to arrive at breed characteristics, 
as the numbers of animals in the varioas groaps at present 
•woald be too small for such purposes. The animals have been 
grouped however, according to the Be?;S0Ti of the year at ^hich 
they were dropped. Winter calves include those dropped £roi3 
October 1 to laarch SI and summer calves are those dropT?ed 
from April 1 to September SO inclusive, -There are 24 heifers 
in the winter and 16 in the summer group, All of the heifers 
•were reared under veriersl herd conditions. 
In addition to the general piece of work, consideration 
may be given here to results that were obtained on weighing a 
few ciilves daily for ten nays after birth. In this limited 
test one heifer aiid four bull calves were used and the re­
sults obt-ined with them are tabulated. 
Table I 
Chapge in Weight of Calves for 5en Says After Birth 
Age Days 
Calf 
2«0. Sex Birth 1 2 S 5 
1 
6 j 7 3 9 10 
lbs. Ihs, lbs .lbs. Ltis. l"b£. 
1 
1 
IbsJ 1:S. 
i 
lbs. 1 s. lbs 
581 H 35 87 91 94 91 85 37 89 88 83 91 
582 52 54 55 55 58 55 54 1 55 57 55 55 
584 F 64 62 65 65 61 59 59 i 59 
1 
102 Il02 
1 
60 j60 61 
586 M 108 106 L04 : LOO 97 97 101 99 99 
587 M 70 75 71 j67 
1 
65 65 60 j 59 60 62 65 
A vera ge 77 80 80 79 73 76 76 76 77 76 77 
Percentage 
of Birth 
7/eight 
100 
• 
L04 L04 LOS L05 95 99 99 100 99 LOO 
1 
! 
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The general scheme for obteirir.g body measarements and 
•weights of the heifers used in the nis^or portion of this 
T^Tork can "be outlined shortly, iseh heifer ;"Sc reighed at 
•birth, Thsr. the three consecutive days at the middle of 
each calendar aonth all the heifers "ssrere weighed and on one 
of these days the "body rseasarements were taken. This method 
i^as pursued to avoid continuous weighing of the animals, She 
three consecutive -sfeighings otMned ^rere averaged and then the 
average of the fllrst series and the average of the second 
series of "sreighings •vrere averaged to obtain the vrei <hts of 
the animals at one month of aje. This method -v^as then 
followed tiirough to the tine of freshening. It is believed 
that it gives a reasonably true average r^s at the first 
treighiag the animals -croald range up to 30 days of age and at 
the second from SO to 60 days of age and the aver-^ ge of all 
would "be 20 days of age. 
She body measurements tiken vrere the height at ?rithers, 
depth of chest and -iath of hooks, These measurements were 
averaged in the same way as "R-ere the live weights, Uo measure­
ments were taken at birth however. 
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Table II 
Age 
Months 
Live 
".eight 
Height Depth Width Live 
rt'eight 
Percentj 
Height 
if^ e Incre 
I>epth 
jase 
vyiAili 
lbs. in. in. in. $ 
Birth 68 
1 91 28,7 llJ 5 6.9 34 
2 120 S0.7 12.6: 7.5 76 7 8 9 
2 162 32. 9 14.2: 8.5 140 11 22 22 
4 210 34.8 15.4: 9.4 209 21 53 36 
5 262 36.4 16.7: 10.2 285 27 44 48 
6 S17 38.4 17,9: 11.0 266 34 54 59 
7 373 39.8 18.7: 11.8 449 39 61 71 
8 424 41.0 19.7; 12.8 524 43 70 86 
9 467 42.2 20.3: 13.4 587 47 75 94 
10 500 42.9 20.9: 15.8 635 49 80 100 
11 533 42.7 21.5: 14.2 684 51 85 106 
12 569 44.5 22.0: 14.8 737 55 90 114 
IS 604 45.1 22.6: 15.2 788 57 95 122 
14 644 45.7 22.8: 15.6 847 59 97 126 
15 680 46.1 23.4: 15.9 900 60 102 ISO 
16 708 46.5 23.8: 16.2 941 62 105 126 
17 729 46.9 24.0: 16.5 972 63 107 139 
18 750 47.3 24.2: 16.7 1003 65 109 142 
19 777 47.7 24.4: 17.1 1043 66 110 148 
20 806 47.9 24.8: 17.5 1085 67 114 154 
21 854 48.3 25,2: 17.7 1126 68 117 157 
22 861 48.5 25,4: 17.9 1166 69 119 159 
25 : 894 48.9 25,6: 18.1 1215 70 121 162 
24 92 S 48.9 25,8: 18.5 1256 70 122 168 
29 1010 49.4 26.4: 19.5 1385 72 128 183 
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2able III 
Average Live Weights and Body M&asarements of Saimner Calves 
Percentage Increase 
Age Live 
Months Weight Height Depth: Width Live Height Depth Width 
Weight 
lbs. in. in, : in. i 
Birth 64 
1 89 28.7 11,4: 6.3 39 
2 119 30.7 12,8: 7,3 86 7 12 16 
S. 162 32.7 14.4: 8.3 155 14 26 32 
4 212 34,6 15,7: 9.4 231 21 38 49 
5 262 36,4 16.9: 10.2 309 27 48 62 
6 509 38,2 17,9: 11,4 383 33 57 81 
7 355 : 39,8 18,7: 11.8 455 39 64 87 
8 396 40,8 19,5: 12,4 519 42 71 97 
9 429 41,8 20.1: 13.0 570 46 76 106 
10 464 42,5 20,7: 13.4 625 48 82 113 
11 504 43,3 21,3: 14.0 688 51 87 122 
12 540 43,9 21.7: 14.4 744 53 90 129 
IS 576 44,5 22.2: 14.8 800 55 95 135 
14 607 44,9 22,6: 15.3 848 56 98 143 
15 629 45,3 23,0: 15.4 883 58 102 144 
16 651 45,9 33.2: 15.7 917 60 104 149 
17 676 46,5 23.6: 15.9 956 62 107 152 
18 698 46,9 24.0: 16.3 i^ ijl 63 111 159 
19 720 47.3 24.2: 16.5 1025 65 112 162 
20 749 47,5 24.6: 16.7 1070 66 116 165 
21 782 47,7 24.6: 17.1 1122 66 116 171 
22 815 47,9 25,0: 17.5 1173 67 119 178 
SS 844 48.3 25.4: 17.5 1219 68 123 181 
24 874 48,5 25.4: 17,9 1266 69 123 184 
29 941 49,2 26,2: 13.9 1370 71 129 200 
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lable 17 
• 
• 
• 
• Percentspe Increase 
Age Live Height Depth ^idth: Live 
Months Weight • 
• 
height Height Depth : Width 
lbs. in. in. 
• 
• 
in. : fi 
Birtli 67 
• 
• 
• 
1 90 28.7 11.4 6.7: 34 
E 120 30.7 12,8 7,5: 79 7 11 : 12 
S 16S 32,9 14.2 8.5: 143 15 25 : 27 
4 211 34.8 15.4 9.4: 216 21 25 : 40 
5 262 36.4 16,7 10.2: 291 27 47 : 52 
6 S14 38.4 17.9 11,2: S69 34 57 : 67 
7 366 39.8 18.7 11,8: 446 39 64 : 76 
8 413 41.0 19.5 12,6: 516 43 71 : 38 
9 452 42.0 20.3 13.2: 575 46 78 : 97 
10 486 42.7 20.9 13.6: 62£> 49 85 : 103 
11 521 43,5 21.5 14.2: 677 52 89 : 112 
12 667 44.3 21.9 14.6: 731 54 92 : 118 
IS 592 44,9 22.4 15.1: 784 56 96 : 125 
14 628 45.5 22.8 15.4: 837 59 100 : 130 
15 659 45.9 23,2 15.7: 334 60 104 : 134 
16 685 46.S 23,6 16.1: 922 61 107 : 140 
17 708 46,7 23,8 16.3: 957 63 109 : 143 
18 729 47.1 24.2 16.5: 988 64 112 : 146 
19 754 47.5 24,4 16.9: 1025 65 114 : 152 
20 784 47.7 24,6 17,1: 1070 66 116 : 155 
21 813 48.1 25.0 17,3: 1113 68 119 : 158 
22 852 48.3 25.2 17.7: 1171 68 121 : 164 
22 874 48.5 25.4 18,1: 1204 69 123 : 170 
24 90S 48,9 25,6 13,7: 1248 70 125 : 179 
29 982 49.4 26.4 19,3: 
• 
• 
1366 72 132 : 188 
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331seQS3loK of Eesalts 
It will be noted in the tabalation that the live weights, 
startin;: at one month of age, are tanalated "by months antil 
the age of two years is reached. After that age the heifers 
were dropi^ed from the work as they freshened and the live 
weights and "body measarements are conse jaently omitted after 
that with the exception of the averages for the animals at 
the time of freshening. The averjige age of freshening was 
29 months for each groap. 
In sarveying the results obtained on weighing calves 
d -ily for 10 days after birth it nay be said that immediately 
after birth the c:-lves appear to gain 45o in live weight, 
probably due to intestinal fill and then gradually decrease 
antil they have reached only ifo below their birth weights 
and then come back to normal. These results do not indicate 
any marked changes in live weight immediately following birth, 
though there are somewhat greater changes in individual cases. 
The winter calves averaged 58 pounds in live weight at 
birth, the sammer calves 64 pounds, and the total 67 pounds. 
This does not introduce any variation of importance. 
There are variations from time to time in the rates of 
development of the t^o groups of heifers but at the age of 
two years the winter heifers exceed the sum-ner heifers in all 
body measurements and in live weights, but have excelled the 
saraaer heifers in only one increase - the nercentage increase 
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in height. By the time the age of freshening is reached 
however, the winter heifers are excelled only in the per-
centa re increase in depth of chest and width of hocks. 
The significance of this is probably not gieat, especially 
as the winter heifers were larger -nd heavier than the 
sammer heifers at the time of freshening, 
Pormalae have at varioas times "been presented for the 
calcalation of the live wei^jht of varioas classes of live 
stock from body di.T.erisions, Without discaesin,:; the accuracy 
or practicability of sach loethods a toble is presented here 
which shows that from the data obtained in this work, it 
was observed that there was a fairly constant relationship 
betweer; the live weight in pounds and the product of the 
height, depth ard vidth in ir.ches, !i?his ratio is approxi­
mately 1:25. It holds fairly well for the averages of the 
groar) bat would vary considerably with individuals, There 
also anpears to be a variation connected wi :.h the ages of 
the animals as with the younger animals the ratio tended to 
become narrower while it widened with the older individuals. 
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Hatio of Average Live Vieii^-ht of Calves in pounds to 
Prodact of Averspe Height^ De-pth and ftidth in Inches 
Age Hatio 
Months 1; 
1 24.5 
2 24,6 
24.4 
4 25.3 
K 23.7 
6 24.5 
7 2S.9 
8 24.4 
9 24.9 
10 24.9 
11 25.9 
12 25.4 
13 25.7 
14 25.4 
15 25.4 
16 25.7 
17 25.6 
18 25.9 
13 26.0 
20 25.6 
21 25.6 
22 25.3 
2S 25.5 
24 25.9 
29 25.6 
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Samaiary 
it022 the data presented here a few facts appear to be 
in evidence, 
1. There is apparently little indication of a post­
natal loss in the weight of calves. 
E. Ihe live weight of the animals shows the most 
rapid increase. 
3, When the body measarements taken are considered 
it is found that in rapidity of increase their rank from 
the highest to the lowest is width, depth and height, 
4, Between winter and sammer heifers there appears 
to be little difference except that the winter heifers 
reach a greater weight and greater body raeasareaients by 
the time of freshening than do the sani::>er heifers, 
5, There appears to be a f irly definite ratio be­
tween the live weight of the animals in pounds and the pro­
duct of the height, depth and width in inches. 
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SSUDIiiS TJ. THZ GBOWSH liUSBISIOZi OF DAIEY OALTjiS 
17, 5^ :^35 COST 0? GEOWIIIS DAIP.Y E-.IiTEr.S 
Stadies in the Orowth and liatrition of Dairy Calves. 
IT, iPhe Cost of Growing Dairy Heifers, 
livery year five to six million heifers are needed to re­
place the old and nnprodactive coxvs that are weeded oat of the 
dairy herds of the United Str.tes and to increase the naniber of 
cors re aired to aQirraent the supply of dairy products needed 
by the coantry, 
Unfortanately in too many cases little attention is given 
to the proper raising of the young heifers that are ultimately 
to take their place in the producing herds of the coantry. 
Many calves are improperly fed from birth, -while in an even 
larger number of cases the calves are reared T7ell until Vveaning 
time when they are turned loose to rustle for themselves. In 
either case, when the heifers reach producing age they tend to 
be stunted and are generally undernourished, unthrifty and in 
poor condition. Such heifers can not be expected to do their 
best TPork -vviien they cone into the producing herd, The in5)roper 
raising of heifers is a factor of great influence in causing the 
low average production of milk and butterfat in many of the dairy 
herds of today, 
Many men make a practice of raising heifers and then sell­
ing them without having an idea as to the cost of production. 
The feed cost of raising heifers exceeds in amount all the other 
cost items combined and it was this fact which prompted this 
study. 
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Eesaae of Previoas Work 
Pew trials are reported on tlie feed cost of raising 
heifers and only one of those reported carries the heifers 
throagh to producing age. In reviewing the literature 
therefore, or.ly the studies which carry the heifers to tvro 
years of age or over are considered. 
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lable I 
^ed Beg aired by Dairy Heifers 
Aatiiority | 
t 
Bennett 
& Cooper (1) 
Hayden 
(s) 
Traeman 
(5) 
Ho, of Heifers | 
Months Fed i i 
1 
17 
24 
57 
Fresh at 
26-2* 
5 
24 
j 
Feeds j 
1 
1 
lbs, 1 lbs, i lbs. 
Whole mk j 342 j 459 445 
Skim mik 1 3165 5520 2955 
Grain | 547 1710 737 
I>ry Eonghage | 
1 
Silage & Soiling! 
1 
2649 2634 3145 
2603 4042 2938 
Pasture, Days j 294 3££ 300 
Of the three studies reported only the one carrying the 
heifers to prodacing age and ne of these carrying them to 
two years of age inclade large enoagh numbers of animals to 
he of the greatest significance. 
Espcrimental Work 
The data reported here is obtained from a record of the 
growth and feed consomption of a groap of forty heifers gromi 
to prodacing age on the Iowa State College Dairy ffarm, in the 
years 1916 to 1321 inclasive, They all altimately entered the 
prodacing herd. 
Purebred and grade heifers of the Holstein, Gaemsey and 
Jersey breeds and purebred iyrchires are included. Ho attempt 
is made to determine breed distinctions as the lots •vfoold be 
much too small for that parpose. An effort was made, howevey 
to determine the difference in feed cost of prodaction of heifers 
that were dronped in fall and vrintei; on the one hand, and 
those that were droioped in spring and summer on the other hand, 
Hfinter calves were taken to be those dropped bet"een October 1 
and March SI, while suisner calves vrere considered to be those 
dropped betweei: April 1 and Sepiember SO* 
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Table II 
Animals Used 
Breed 
Winter Calves 
No, of 
Animals 
Per Cfint 
of Total 
Sanmer Calves 
iio. Of 
Animals 
Per Cent 
of Total 
All Calves 
Ifo. of 
Animals 
Per Cent 
of Total 
Ayrshires 
Graemseys 
Holsteins 
Jerseys 
4 
8 
9 
3 
10.0 
20.0 
22.5 
7.6 
2 
7 
S 
4 
5.0 
17.5 
7.5 
10.0 
6 
15 
12 
7 
15.0 
37.5 
30.0 
17.5 
Total 24 60.0 16 40.0 40 aoo.o 
xlie calYes used in this T;ork -^exe being raised to come 
into the prodaeing herd and v.ere kept under normal conditions, 
111 v^exe allawed to ran with their dams for a few days after 
birth and -were then put on whole milk which was fed for 
periods longer than is generally considered most economical. 
Sradiislly all calves were chan ed over to skim milk instead 
of whole aiilk. The skim milk was also fed for a considerable 
period, As a eon sequence it V7ill be found that a lar.-e number 
of the calves were receiving Tvhole milk ap to near sis months 
of age and skim railk for another period of aboat six nonths. 
In one cs^se vsrhole milk v-as fed after six months of age and 
skim milk after one year of age, 2his shows u in small amounts 
in the averages. 
It T7il"_ be seen therefore» that the policy vras one of 
liberal milk feeding and corscentrates x:exe also allo^-ed in 
greater proportioris tharj are generally -jrovided, The feeding 
of grain v,'ae started at about a few weeks of age and was allowed 
liberally when needed, The same holds tr ;e for alfalfa hay. 
Only relatively small amounts of non-le.rniainous roa^jhages were 
allowed and they were fed to the heifers only when no other 
means of disposal was available. 
Pasture was allowed at all possible times as was silage 
though generally not in large amounts as it was usually not 
available in large amou' ts after the producing herd had been 
allowed for. Soiling was provided in small amounts only on 
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special occasions. Salt and T?ater were provided at £ree v;ill 
at all times, Tfitli the ezception of the calves receiving Tiilk 
during winter r-nd they had access to water bat tvrice daily, 
Ir; distinguishing between the feeding of the rinter and 
suaaer calves it niay be said th5:t the T7inter calves were not 
allored to pasture -intil sprin,-;, v>'hile the samner calves 7;ere 
jcnerally a little younger Then allore-d to psstare, Darin^: 
their first samaer the T:inter calves were alloTved grain liber­
ally and in the fall - rhen they were a year of age - a more 
liberal allowance of feed coald be allovyed them than was given 
to the sanrner heifers 7;hich •n'ere of younger 'age. In the follow­
ing sazanier little grain Wis all 'Vred in any case, bat when the 
aniraals of both groups were gettirg ready to freshen, liberal 
allov.'nnces of grain were given - the winter heifers getting 
more than the others, as they freshe7:ed later in the year, 
n:he practice was to have all heifers, as nearly as.possible, 
freslier: ir. the fall or winter bat this was not always possible, 
due to difference in age. Conse. aer.tly, it was foand on 
studying both lots, winter and sunnier dropped heifers, that 
they had come tj- -Droduction at the same average age of twenty-
nine months, Throaghoat this study, calendar raon;.hs are not 
used, as it has been found more convenient to consider each 
monthly peiiod as thirty days; the first period beginning with 
the day on which the heifer w-;s bom. 
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Tabie III 
Average jLive Weight Gains per Heifer 
vea Saamer Cr.lves ! A ] .411 Calves 
Age 
Months 
Winter Cal s
•Jain 
Wei.^ h^t for six 
Months 
Total 
Gain 
Weight I Gain 
< J 
or siz 
months 
Total 
Sain 
Weight Gain 
for six 
months 
Total 
Gain 
Birth 
6 
12 
18 
24 
29 
IbB, 
68 
317 
569 
750 
922 
1010 
lbs, 
249 
262 
181 
172 
88 
lbs. 
249 
501 
682 
854 
1942 
lbs. 
64 
209 
540 
698 
874 
941 
lbs, 
245 
2.':1 
158 
176 
67 
lbs. lbs. 
67 
514 
557 
245 
475 
6S4 729 
810 903 
\ 877 I 982 j 
lbs, 
247 
24S 
172 
174 
79 
ICS, 
247 
490 
662 
836 
915 
On consalting the data it is found that the vdnter calves 
were foar pounds he::vier than the eaiamer calves at hirth bat 
at tiie age ox ireshening the rinter heifers had made the 
greater guinE and on the average weighed sixty-nine pounds 
more than the summer heifers at the same age, ?or convenience 
the results are conbined by -leriods of six months. It will be 
found that the r/lnter heifers do no" make as good aver-ge daily-
gains in all periods of six months as do the saasaer heifers bat 
if the average daily gains from birth u^n to any point be con­
sidered it will be found that the vrinter heifers have 8l\7ays 
made the best daily gains. At the time of freshening, twenty-
nine months of age, the average daily gains from birth vrere 
1,09 pounds for the winter heifers and 1,01 pounds for the 
summer heifers, or an average for all heifers of 1,05 pounds. 
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Table lY 
Average Daily Live Weight G-aia per Heifer 
Age 
Months 
Winter Calves 
?or Siz 
Months 
?or 
Tot^l 
Period 
Sammer Calves 
P r Six 
Months 
Por 
Total 
Period 
All Calves 
For Six 
Months 
Per 
Total 
Honths 
0 
6 
12 
18 
24 
6 
12 
18 
24 
29 
lbs. 
1.38 
1.40 
1.05 
.96 
.59 
lbs. 
1.38 
1.39 
i 1.26 
! 1.19 
1.09 
lbs. 
1.36 
1.28 
.88 
.98 
.45 
lbs. 
1.36 
1,32 
1.19 
1.13 
1.01 
lbs, 
1.37 
1.35 
.96 
.97 
.53 
lbs. 
1.37 
1.36 
1.23 
1.16 
1.05 
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To keep dovna the size of the paper and yet preserve 
clarity as far as possible, the amoant of concentrates fed 
per heifer for each period of sir months: is given for each 
group and then the total amoants for each heifer .-are given 
in camalative form op to the time of freshening. In addition 
all the feeds consamea are treated in the same ray. 
1 
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TaTale 7 
Average .amoarit of Conceritrates ConsQiaed lay Heifers Six Month Periods. 
Age 
i^ontlis 
Cracked 
Corn 
Hominy 
Feed 
uroand • 
Oats 
heat 
Bran 
Oil 
lieal 
Cott.o seed 
Meal 
Total 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs, 
i7iriter Calves 
0-6 139 16 79 63 36 333 
6-12 468 29 179 154 77 907 
lE-18 407 18 118 112 59 9 723 
18-24 2S5 2 59 70 48 5 419 
24-29 345 4 100 106 88 20 663 
Suiainer Calves 
0-6 174 24 82 61 30 371 
6-12 296 57 165 151 66 815 
12-18 295 25 88 75 39 2 522 
18-24 436 8 9S 95 51 34 717 
24-29 183 8 81 91 73 456 
All Calves 
0-6 154 19 80 62 34 349 
6-12 459 41 174 145 73 872 
12-18 361 20 106 97 51 6 641 
18-24 514 4 74 82 49 16 541 
24-29 280 5 92 9-J 77 13 566 
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Table lY 
Averrige Camalstive Consamption of Concentrates by Heifers, 
/;ge Cracked Hominy Groand Wheat Oil Cottonseed Total 
ilonths Corn ?eed Oats Bran Meal Meal 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs 
Winter Calves 
0-6 159 16 79 63 36 333 
0-12 607 45 258 217 113 1240 
0-18 1014 63 376 329 172 9 1963 
0-24 1249 65 4S5 339 220 14 5582 
0-29 1594 69 535 505 308 34 3045 
Saianier Calves 
0-6 174 24 82 61 30 371 
0-12 570 81 247 192 96 1186 
0-18 863 106 335 267 135 2 1708 
0-24 1299 114 428 362 186 26 2425 
0-29 1482 122 509 453 259 36 2861 
ill Calves 
0-6 154 19 80 62 34 349 
0-12 595 60 254 207 107 1221 
9-18 954 80 360 304 153 6 1862 
0-24 1270 84 434 386 207 22 2403 
0-29 1550 89 526 485 234 35 2369 
! -52-
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Table 711 
Average AmooBt of Feed Consamed by Heifers by Six Uonth periods 
-Age Sack-' If hole Skim Coneen- Silage Soil- Pas- Mf- Cane Com 
.lonths Milk ?aik trates ing tare alfp- ?odder Fodder 
Hay 
Days lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Days lbs. 1 s. IDS. 
V/inter Calves 
0-6 a c; o> # ^  1469 712 332 145 21 293 
6-1 £ 57 1386 907 420 16 57 1182 38 21 
12-18 7 723 957 51 53 1405 75 152 
18-24 419 605 38 130 231 32 501 
24-29 563 1959 179 62 463 70 239 
Sar:33er C Ives 
0-6 '3: K ^ # c/ 1289 954 371 63 25 395 
6-12 26 1229 815 516 18 40 1126 
12-18 522 675 124 353 16 224 
18-24 717 1739 16 54 245 202 735 
24-29 436 1475 ;15 125 364 1 123 
All Calves 
0-6 0 *J 1S91 809 349 113 22 334 
6-12 45 1325 872 470 17 50 1159 23 13 
12-18 S 641 832 31 82 984 52 181 
18-24 541 1059 28 100 O c n ( 101 o94 
24-29 566 1765 234 87 425 41 192 
5 
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I Table 7III 
i 
I Average Canuilative Consanption of Feed "by Heifers 
Age 
Llonths 
Sack­
ing 
vThole 
Milk 
Skia 
Milk 
Concen­
trates 
Silage Soili'.;r pas­
ture 
Alfal­
fa 
Hay 
Cane 
Fod­
der 
Com 
I'ou-
der 
Days lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. IDS. Days Ids. lbs. lbs, 
Winter Calves 
0-6 2.5 1459 712 322 145 21 292 
9-12 S.5 1516 2098 1240 565 16 78 1475 28 21 
0-18 3.5 1516 2105 1963 1522 67 131 2880 112 173 
0-24 2.5 1516 2105 2382 2127 105 261 2111 145 674 
0-2S 2.5 1516 2105 2045 4086 284 223 2574 215 07 
Sammer Calves 
0-6 2.5 1289 954 371 62 25 295 
0-12 2.5 1215 2182 1186 579 18 65 1521 
0-18 2.5 1215 2182 1708 1254 18 189 1874 16 224 
0-24 3.5 1215 2182 2425 ;:992 54 242 2119 218 959 
0-23 2.5 1215 2182 2861 4468 349 268 2483 219 1082 
All Calves 
0-6 'X K % %J 1291 809 249 112 22 234 
0-12 1436 2122 1221 582 17 72 1493 22 13 
0-18 3.5 1426 2125 1862 1415 48 154 2477 75 194 
0-24 3.5 1426 2125 2402 2474 76 254 2714 176 788 
0-2S 3.5 1436 2125 2969 4239 310 241 2139 217 980 
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She feed prices asec Trere these carrert r.t the time of the 
preparation of the .narascript, iloveniber 1921, The home produced 
ieedi; v;ere tt.ker Et farm values '^nd did not include cost of 
marketing. Purchased feeds v-ere taken on the basis of carload 
lots delivered, 
The pasture costs we:e based on resalts previously published 
"by Silletle, ItoCandlish and Zildee (2) vihch shov/ed that the aver&^e 
duration .f the pasturing seai or. «ris 167 days in this district. 
Under the system of laanajcement maintained in tMs work it has 
"beer, found that one acre of pasture rill be sufficient for a 
heifer of one year old or over for the season. Conseqner;tly, by 
allotring yS.OO per acre for the pasture, vrhich is a suitable 
allowance for the rental, manuring r^nd maintenance of the pasture 
used, it will be found that the "oasture costs for a heifer of 
twelve months of age or over uill be five cents per 6ay. It wat 
aore cifficult to arrive at a cost for the pasture used by 
younger -.riimals but it is believen that a charge of two ann one-
half cents per day for oastnre for animals less thac a y ear of 
age will be sufiicient. 
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Table H 
Feed Prices 
Feed Price per !Pod 
Cracked Cora 10,00 
Hominy Peed EO.OO 
(Jroaad Oats 15,00 
Wheat Bran £0,00 
Linseec Oil lieal 0, ?, 52,00 
Cottonseed Me^il 52,00 
Alfalfa Hay 12,00 
Cane ?odder 8,00 
Corn ?odder 10,00 
Com Silage 4,50 
Soiling 4,00 
Whole Milk, per 100 lbs, 2,00 
Skim :i2ilk, per 100 IIds, .25 
Sacking, per day ,06 
Pasture, per day ,05 
?ro2i the prices furnished and the amoant of feed con­
sumed by the heifers the cost of concentrates by six nonth 
periods and the feed cost of prodaction of the heifers, by 
six month periods and camalative from birth to producing age 
have been prepared. 
iEable Z 
AveT-.;:e CoKceritrate Cost per Heifer by Sis L£onth periods 
Age Cracked Hominy Grotmd '.v he:-,t Oil Cottonseed Sota" 
Honths Corn Feed Gats "iraii :5oal iiie si 
V •St V $ 1 1-^' V-
V<inter Calves 
0 -6 .70 .16 .59 .63 .58 2.66 
6- 12 2.24 .29 1.S4 1.54 1.23 6.74 
12- 18 2.04 .18 .89 1.12 1.00 .14 5.37 
18- 24 1.18 .02 .44 • 70 .77 .08 3.19 
24- 29 1.73 .04 .75 1.06 1.41 .33 5.32 
Saumer Calves 
0-6 .87 .24 .62 .61 •48 2.82 
6-12 1.95 .57 1.24 1.31 1.06 6.16 
12-18 1.47 .25 .66 .75 .62 .03 3.78 
18-24 2.18 .08 .70 .95 .82 .54 5.27 
24-E9 .92 .08 .61 .91 1.17 3.69 
All Calves 
0-6 .77 .19 .60 .62 .54 2.72 
6-12 2.20 .41 l.Sl 1.45 1.17 6.54 
12-18 1.81 .20 .80 .97 .82 .10 4.70 
18-24 1.58 .04 .56 .82 .78 .26 4.04 
24-29 1.40 .05 .69 .99 1.23 .21 4.57 
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Table XI 
Average Peed Cost per Heifer by Six Month Periods 
Age Sack­ Whole Sk-im Con­ Silage Soil- ?as- Alf­ Cane Corn Total 
Months ing Milk Milk cen­ ing tore alfa pod- pod- Cost 
trates Hay der ^er 
§ § C: V S § CS C: V V # § § 
Winter Calves 
0-6 .21 29.18 1.78 2.66 .55 .55 1.76 56.45 
6-12 1.14 S.47 6.74 .95 .05 1.45 7.09 .15 .11 21.09 
12-18 5.57 2.15 .10 2.65 8.45 .50 .76 19.74 
18-24 5.19 1.56 .08 6.50 1.59 .15 2.51 15.16 
24-29 5.52 4.41 .56 5.10 2.78 .28 1.20 17.45 
Sammer Calves 
0-6 .21 25.78 2.59 2.82 .14 .65 2.57 54.54 
6-12 .52 5.07 6.16 1.16 .04 1.00 6.76 18.71 
12-18 5.78 1.52 6.20 2.12 .06 1.14 14.82 
18-24 5,27 5.91 .05 2.70 1.47 .81 5.68 17.87 
24-29 £.69 S.52 .65 6.25 2.18 .00 .62 16.69 
All Calves 
0-6 .21 27.82 2.02 2.72 .25 .55 2.00 55.57 
6-12 .90 5. 51 6.54 1.06 .05 1.25 6.93 .09 .07 20.18 
12-18 .01 4.70 1.87 .06 4.10 5.90 .21 .91 17.76 
18-24 4.04 2.58 .06 5.00 1.42 .40 2.97 16.27 
24-29 4.57 5.97 .47 4.55 2.55 .16 .96 17.05 
Table ill 
Average Cumulative Feed Cost per Heifer 
Age Sack- «iiole Skim Cor- Silage Soil- Pes- Alf- Car.e Com Tot?'.! 
I Months ir.g Mlk Llilk cen- ing tare ^2 fa ^od- Cost 
j tr:-tt.s dsj der der 
- - ^ ^ gg -
vv V V  V V v v v v  
Viinter Calves 
§ 
0-6 .21 29.18 1.78 2.66 .32 .53 1.76 36.45 
0-12 .21 50.32 5.25 9.40 1.28 .05 1.96 8.85 .11 57,54 
0-18 .21 20.52 5.25 14.77 5.43 .13 4.59 7.28 .43 .87 77.28 
0-24 .21 SO. 52 5.25 17.96 4.79 • .21 11.09 38.67 .56 S.38 92.44 
0-29 .21 SO. 32 5.25 23,28 9.20 .57 14.19 a.45 .84 4.58 109.89 
Sannaer Calve s 
0-6 .21 25.78 2.39 2.82 .14 .63 2.37 34.34 
0-12 .21 26.50 5.46 8.98 1.30 .04 1.63 9.13 53.05 
0-18 .21 26.50 5.46 12.76 2.82 .04 7.83 11.25 .06 1.14 67.87 
0-24 .21 26.50 5.46 18.03 6.73 .07 10.53 12.72 .87 4.82 85.74 
0-29 .21 26.50 5.46 :il,72 10.05 .70 16.78 14.90 .87 6.44 102.43 
All Calves 
0-6 .21 27.82 2.02 2.72 .25 .55 2.00 35.57 
0-12 .21 23.72 5.33 5.26 1.31 .03 1.80 8.93 .09 .07 55.75 
0-18 .21 ::8.72 5.34 13.96 S.18 .0:.^  5. SO 14.85 .30 .38 •73.51 
0-24 .21 23.72 5.34 18.00 5.56 .15 10.90 16.25 .70 2.95 89.78 
0-29 .21 28.72 5.34 22.57 9.53 .62 15.25 18.80 .86 106.81 
Hesalts Obtained 
As has already been noted the heifers ased in this stady . 
were liberally fed and so the actual feed cost of prodaction 
will tend to be above rather than below the general average cost 
of feed required for producing heifers, For the total of forty 
heifers the avera^ce feed cost of raising them froa birth to the 
tiae of freshening at the average age of twenty-nine months was 
$106.81, while the same figures for the v;inter and sunmer heifers 
were $109,89 and §102,43 respectively. 
In view of present prices this nr.y seem a high cost of 
prodaction but it sh aid be rerserabered that these heifers were 
fed liberally and it is liberal feeding that pays. The man who 
is raising heifers to bring into his own herd car: not- afford to 
stint them on feed as it is only where they have been well grown 
and liberally fed that the gre^^test prodaction can be expected 
from them, 
This was well illustrrited in the case of work with scrubs 
reported by 2fcCandlish, Siliette and Zildee f4), A number ^f 
scrubs reared under poor condition had been obtained and put 
with the aurebred her^. Previously these animals had been very 
poorly fed bat when put with the purebred herd at Iowa State 
College they were given good feed and care, These scrubs can be 
divided into three age groups, heifers, four-year olds, and 
mature cows, according to the age at which thfey reached the 
station. 
A sanmary of all the records made by the animals in the 
three groups, after a correction for age has been made, sh0^7s 
that those coming as mtare cows hsd an average prodaetion.of 
3168,7 poands of ailk and 163,64 poands of butterfat, "vrhile the 
four-year olds averaged S597.7 poands of milk, and 156,36 poands 
of butterfat, and the heifers 40S6.1 poands of milk and 191,21 
poands of fat. In other words, the cows that hsd not received 
good feed until they were mataxe, were the poorest prodacers 
and t?iking their production as the basis of comoarisors, it is 
found that the foar-^/ear olds produced 14 per cent more milk 
and 8 per cent more fat, while the heifer group produced 27 per 
cent more milk and £4 per cent more batterfat. This clearly 
shows that heifers mast be -ell fed from birth to give masi-
mam yields of milk and fat when they reach producing age. 
The largest items in the feed cost of raising the heifers 
were whole milk, concentrates and alfalfa hay, and it was in 
these three items only that the hi ;her cost was found for winter 
than for summer heifers, even though the feeds were charged at 
the same price at all times. 
Whole railk is an expensive feed at all times bat if heifers 
are to be raised well, its liberal use is justified in many 
cases. The winter heifers received more whole milk on the aver­
age than did the samnier calves, as they were 1 ^nger in being 
turned to pastare. The same fasts hold true for the concentrates 
and the alfalfa hay. Though alfalfa hay is not advoca ted for 
calves in this section, y.t it was necessary to feed it to all 
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classes of joang stock, as it was groTm for the milkin^j herd 
and older heifers and the inclasion of clover hay production 
in the rotation woald have rendered the f&rming operr.tioris 
Esore cambersoae. 
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Table illl 
Average Feed Cost -per Poaad of Live ?;eight Gain by Six Month Periods 
Age inter Calves Sanmer Calves Ail Calves 
Months 
i i i 
0-6 14.6 14.0 14.4 
6-12 8,5 8.1 8.5 
12-18 10,9 9.4 10.3 
18-24 8.8 10,2 9.4 
24-29 19.8 £4.9 21,6 
Table XIV 
Average Camalative ?eed Cost per Pound of Live Weight &ain 
Age Winter Calves Sammer Calves All Calves 
Months 
i i 
0 - 6 14.6 14.0 14.4 
0 - 12 11.5 11.1 11.4 
0- 18 11.4 10.7 11.1 
0 - 24 10.9 10.6 10.7 
0 - 29 11.7 11.7 11.7 
It has 1)6613 noted that the feed cost of growing fall and 
winter dropped calves to prodacicg age vas greater in this 
TTork thar was the cost of growing spring and samraer calves to 
producing age, though the average a-:e of freshening was the 
sasie for ooth groups, twenty-nine months, and ix is generally 
conceded that the raising of fall and v.inter calves is the more 
profitable proposition, There are certain factors regarding 
weather conditions and the amount of lahisr available vrhich do 
render the raising of f':ll and winter cr^lves the better propos­
ition but here the feed cost only will be considered. 
It will be found by studying the feed cost per pound of 
live weight gain that for each six month period, ap to eighteen 
months of age, the feed cost per pound of gain was ./reater in the 
case of the winter heifers, but from that age until freshening 
the feed cost per pound of g-.in was lower in the c&se of the 
winter heifers. Of more importance however, is the fact that 
£rom birth to freshening, at the average of twenty-nine months 
the average feed cost pe: pound of live weight gain was the same 
for each group - 11.7 cents. 
Consequently, the fall and winter dro^^ped calves were the 
better proposition, as at the age of fr&shenin- they had reached 
a greater weight than the spring and summer born heifers, and 
had been produced at the same feed cost per poand. 
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Saniraary 
As a result of the stady of the feed cost of growing forty-
dairy heifers from birth to freshening, the following statements 
may be presented for consideration, 
1. Of the forty heifers stadied, twenty-four, dropped be­
tween October 1 and March SI, were cl-assefi as winter heifers, 
while the remaining sixteen, dror^ped between April 1 and Sept­
ember 30, were classed as samner heifers, 
£. The average age of freshening in each lot was twenty-
nine months; each month bein.j a period of thirty days and not a 
calendar aonth. 
The average birth weights were 68 ponnds for the winter 
heifers, 64 pounds for the saramer heifers and 67 pounds for all 
of the animals, 
4, The average weights at freshening were 1010 pounds, 941 
pounds and 98£ pounds for the winter, sumaer and all groups 
respectively, while the avc;rage live weight gains from birth to 
freshening for these grou^?s were 942 pounds, 877 p.::unds and 
915 pounds, 
5, Jor svt^rage daily live weight gains through the trial 
the winter heifers led with 1,09 pounds, while the suamer heifers 
had 1,01 pounds, and the average for all was 1,05 pounds. 
6, In total feed cost of production the ranking was winter 
heifers ^109,89, suamer heifers tl02,4S and all heifers ^ 106,81 each, 
7, The average feed cost per pound of increase in live 
weight was 11.7 ^  in all groups. 
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STUDIES TH2 GEOWTH AIH) IIUTHITI03 07 DAIHY CALVES 
7. IIELZ AS SHE SOLii EATIOII ?0E CALT2S 
Studies in the Growth and Katrition of Dairy Calves 
Y, !aik as the Sole Bation for Calves 
Zrom time immeniorial milk has "been re^^arded as the feed hest 
adapted to the cjnplete noarishi^g of aaamalia. It is the sole 
ration of all raannials daring the earlier part of their post-natal 
development and is also recognized as an excellent staple in the 
diet of the adalt haman, especially in the case of invalids. On 
the farra it is ased ertensively in the feeding of yoan^r animals, 
and in the case of the hoj it is fed in large qaantitics to more 
mature individuals. 
Fithin the last decade much investigational Tvork has been 
done concerning the nutritive value of silk and other feed staffs, 
The njajor portion of this work has been conducted vrith labora­
tory animals and no attention has been paid to some of the factors 
which determine to s lar^e extent the value of milk, to certain 
types of livestock, 2he object of the work reported here was to 
determine the value, of milk as the sole ration for c-lves, 
P.esurae of Previous ^ ork 
The nutrients recognized as essential to the welfare of the 
animal organisms are carbohydrates, fats, proteins, ash, water 
and the food accessories or vitamines. The proximate composition 
of milk, showing the average amounts of the most aband' nt con­
stituents present, is given in the first tabulation. 
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T-able I, 
Average Composition oS jiailk fl6) 
Constitaeiit 
Water 87.17 
Fat 2.69 
Casein 3.02 
Albaiaeii .55 
Sagar 4.88 
Ash ,71 
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The proteins, fats and carbohydrates are present in the 
•proportions that are recognized as bein^ SQited for the growth 
of young animals and the ash constitaents are also abandant, 
i7ithin recent years it has been shovm that all proteins 
are n.t of equal value for nutritional purposes as the natri-
tiye vslae of a protein is determined by its amino-acid con­
stitution, Sone proteins are inadequate due to the fact that 
they do not contain all the amino-acids necessary for the life, 
groTsrth and normal physiolo;3ical development of animals. How­
ever, it has been shown by McCollam(ll) that the milk proteins 
are adequate, that is, they will in the presence of a sufficiericy 
of non-protein and inorgrinic nutrients, support life, promote 
growth, and foster all normal physiological functions, 
!?he ash is another feed constitaer.t which, tho present in 
sufficient quantities, may not be ^;aalitatlvely suited to the 
requirements of the animal, but it has been proved by Osborne & 
Llendel flS) that the ash of milk satisfactorily laeets the de­
mands of the youn- growin-c aniraal, providing in the proper pro­
portions all of the inorg^ -ic constituents needed for the proper 
functioning of the animal body, 
^another factor recognized as limiting the nutritive value of 
feeds is the presence or absence of the vitamines, Pat-Soluble A 
Water-soluble B and Water-Soluble C, The fact that Jat-Soluble A 
is present in abundance in milk has been Droved many times as 
can be seen £rom the c nQsilations of Blunt & Wang fl and 2), 
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Jaik is not too rich in t^ater-Solable B, according to Osborne, . 
Mendel, Ferry & Wakeman (14) but there should iiave been suffi­
cient of it saoplied, according to MbCoHqjii, Siaraonds & Pitz 
fl2), to satisfy the esperimerital aniaals. It is perhaps true 
however, that insufficient amounts of Water-Soluble C were 
present according to Ciiick, Hume, Skelton & Smith (3 and 4), 
Thus far only work conducted with laboratory animals has 
been mentioned as this leads up to and helps to explain some of 
the results obtained on using rations from limited sources with 
farm livestock. In addition to its chemical character a ration 
must be of the proper physical nature before it supplies the 
needs of fara livestock. 
In only a few instances have records been obtained of rumi­
nants bein^c fed for any considerable time on rations consisting 
entirely of feeds "f the same physical character, but Sanboi-n 
(15) reports that in the esse of both sheep and cattle fed on 
grain the stomachs wei.-hed less than normal and this was most 
noticeable in the case of the rumen - the stomach compartment 
specially adapted for the handlin. of bulky material, davenport 
(6) found that calves could not be raised on a ration consisting 
of milk alone or grain alone and he also noticed that as a rule 
no digestive disturbances accompanied such a ration. 
Work of MsCollum, reported by Henry (6) apparently showed 
that a sow pig was able to reach maturity and reproduce normally 
when fed milk alone. 
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Experimental Work 
In the work reported here, two ball calves were used and 
they were fed on milk alone from birth antil the time of 
their death. The animals are described in Table II, 
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Table II 
Inimals Used 
Calf 2Io. 555 366 
Breeding Grade Srade 
Jersey Hoistein 
Date of Birth 9-25-16 1 £-17-16 
Birth Xieisht 65 lbs. 90 lbs. 
1 
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Both calves lyere allowed to remain Kith their dams for a 
few days after "birth aiid were then pat on a whole milk ration. 
The amoant of milk fed \7as liraited to what the calves seemed 
ahle to handle satisfactorily and tho they might possibly have 
hecosae accastomed to larger qaantities, it was deemed advisable 
to keep their consumption of milk comparable to that of other 
animals of similar weight in the herd and thas prevent diges­
tive troubles as far as possible. 
So roaghage, grain or water was offered to either of the 
calves, and at first no salt was given, but from the time 
calf So, 355 was 70 days old, a salt roll was kept in front 
of him at all times and the same treatment was given calf Uo, 
365 from the time he was 30 days old. 
The calves were keot in a pen bedded at first with shav­
ings and later with sand, as they showed a tendency to eat the 
shavings. Their feed consangjtion by ten-day periods is ,,'iven 
in Table III, 
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5?able III 
Peed ConsamptioE by Ten - Pay Periods 
1 Calf 30. 355 Calf ilo. 36 3 
Period Ho, .iilk lbs. Salt lbs. Milk lbs. Salt lbs. 
1 26 90 
2 90 90 
S 90 90 
4 90 SO ,04 
5 128 111 ,05 
6 
' 
120 129 ,06 
7 120 150 .04 
8 126 .32 150 ,03 
9 146 ,25 150 .11 
10 150 ,17 150 .21 
11 150 ,05 150 
o
 
H
 • 
12 150 ,02 150 ,05 
13 150 .04 150 .04 
14 150 .06 150 ,05 
15 141 .05 150 ,03 
16 1£0 .03 150 ,02 
17 120 .07 174 ,03 
18 120 .18 108 ,03 
19 123 .17 
20 142 .02 
" ! 
99 ,03 , 
In the first 10-day period calf Ko, S55 sacked for 6 days 
and No, 566 for S days, fhe last period for Ho, 355 contains 
only 8 days and that for IJo, 266 only 6 days, as Ho, S55 died 
when 208 days old, and 3o, 266 at the 3:^e of 176 days. 
It will be noted that ap ar.til he was ahoat 100 days old, 
JJo, 355 had an increasing capacity for milk, bat from that 
time the appetite remained regalar for a little over a month 
and then declined, tho there rss an increase in milk con­
sumption for a week or so before death. In the case of 2o, 366, 
mazimum capacity was reached earlier and remained constant un­
til aboat the same length of time before death, \7hen it a^c^in 
increased, 
The animal, -Jo, 255, that received no sr.lt until 70 days 
old, showed an enormous a petite for s*It during the first 30 
days in which it was available. Prom this time on his salt 
consamr^tion decreased and with the excention of a shoit time be­
tween the ages of 170 and 190 days it did not again reach a 
marked elevation during the experiment. Calf I*o« 366 received 
salt earlier in his life and did not at any time hav-? such an 
excessive consumption, tho between the ages of 80 to 110 days 
Ms consJiaption of salt was large, 
Th^re were no marked digestive disturbances, except in the 
case of calf i^o, 566, which was bloated for a few days before 
death, the bowels of the animals bein.-; usually laxative, tho not 
noticeably so, She faeces v.ere rather foal smelling. The calves 
showed "by their actions that their rations -srere not entirely 
complete, 2hey ate to a slight extca'^t the shavings that were 
at first used as oedding, gnawed the -wood In the v^alls of the 
pen, and licked the hair from each other. Chese substances, 
however, were not consanied in amounts safficient to caase very 
noticeable digestive derangements, 
Becords of the live weights and body measurements of the 
calves obtained every thirty days are given in Table 17, She 
live weights given are the aver- ges for three successive daily 
•weighinga, I'he body measarements taken -nrere height at withers 
depth of chest and width at hooks. For the sake of coi^arison 
the measureaents of the heifer calves in the herd fed normal 
rations are given. Difference in sex will not have much in­
fluence on these figures for comparative purposes owing to the 
sexual iriEnatnrity of the animals and also to the fact that 
calf IIo, 255 was castrated when 22 days old. 
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It can be seer that the ezperiaental animals grew 
fairly well antil they were two to three months of age, "bat from 
this time on they did not thrive. They continaed to gain slowly 
in weight for another thirty days, after Tvhich their live 
weights decreased gradaally antil the time of death. !?he body 
me-asarements appeared to increase about normally until the time 
the live weight increase ceased to be rapid and from this time 
on the aeasuremerits changed only slightly—in fact they Vcere 
almost constsEt. A greater increase in height than is shown 
by the figures probably did occur, but owing to the fact that 
the oniinals began to go down or; their pasterns about the time 
the live weight ceased to increase, the tr je height could not 
be accurately measured. 
The increases in live weight and body measurements can be 
more easily appreciated wher< they are shown as percentages of 
the original figures, as in Table 7, The increases in live 
weight from birth to the end of the last completed thirty-day 
period in the case of the experimental animals, and to the ages 
of five and six months in the case of the herd average, are ex­
pressed as percentages of the birth weights, while the body 
measurements are compared ±n the same way from the time the 
animals were thirty days of age. 
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Sable V 
percentage Increase in Live Weight and Bod;* Measurements 
Calf Age Weight Height Depth ?;idtii 
Moriths 
Szperimerital 
lio, 565 6 111 14 19 17 
Ifo. 366 5 27 11 21 
Herd i\veracre 
6 569 54 57 67 
5 291 27 47 52 
Percentage 
ot iJoraial 
Eate 0-^ In­
crease 
50. 555 6 50 41 55 25 
KG, 266 5 21 100 25 40 
Daring their lifetimes the eiiperimental animals practically 
doubled their live Treights, -Khile daririg similar lengths of 
time calves normally fed attained vreights more than four times 
as great as their birth •weigiits. Similarly the increases in 
body measurements in the case of the calves fed milk alone were 
much less than normal, except in the case of the heij'ht of calf 
I?o, 366, tfMch was normal. Of the increases in body measurement, 
the height was the most nearly normal, while vridth was farthest 
from it, and as a general rale the rates of growth in the body 
measurments shoTired less variation from normal than did the rate 
of gain in live -weight. 
In addition to the variations in weight and body measure­
ments there were other abnormal symptoms "vrhich tho very appreci­
able were not capable of bein . Sirectly measured or determined, 
The animals became very much emaciated and quite unthrifty in 
appearance, Their coat£ were long and staring and tlas hair fell 
oat ftcely. Patches of the body became practically devoid of 
hair and sores were ^ilso apparent, As has already been mentioned, 
the animals were down on their pasterns and could not stand up 
properlj and they walked with a very stiff gait. 
One very noticeable feature of the experiment was the 
occurrence of fits, These fits were first apparent when the 
animals were between three and four months of age and continued 
to occur at fteuuent but irregular intervals up until about three 
weeks before the animals died, These fits were all very similar 
and freqaectly started for no apparent reason and coald aliaost 
always be indacefi "by leading the animal around for a few 
minates. The animal woald fall dOTTn and helloTT as if in pain; 
the jaws would stick open and the legs "become rigid; the muscles 
became tense and hard; respiration slowed and in severe attacks 
entirely stopped. Where respiration did not stop the animal 
would recover in a few rainutss, ard .vheve breathing ceased, 
artificial respiration ha<: to be resorted to, to resuscitate 
the calf. The fits were practically identical with those of 
an epileptic nature, 
?ost-Mortem examination of both calves were made, The 
bones of No, 355 were very flexible at if insufficient a-.h 
were present; the le r bones coald be bent comnaratively easily, 
while the ribs had a very thin coatin^c of hard material with 
a soft core, None of the bones were as rigid as would be ex­
pected in an animal of similar age. There was one atrophied 
kidney (perhaps congenital) with hypertrophj of the other. The 
mesenteric lyraph glands were much enlarged and there was an 
apparent leucemia. The : aiaen was of normal size, bat the walls 
vere evidently atonic, due ariparently to a development of lymphoid 
tissue. The omasum was smaller than would be expected, tho the 
two remaining coa^jartments of the stomach appeared to be normal. 
The contents of the rumen resembled thin cottage cheese mixed 
with hair. 
The bones of calf IIo, 366 appeared to be in fairly ^ood con­
dition, tho one or tvo of the ribs laight previously have been 
broken and healed. The mesenteric lymph glands were enlarged 
and both kidneys were in bad condition with cysts, All the 
stomach coapartiaents were of about normal siise, bat there were 
streaks of dark brown or black pigment on the inner wall of 
the abomasttm. The contents of the raraen were similar to those 
in the case of calf So, 355, 
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Discassion of Eesalte 
Whole ndlk, tho apparently giving good resalte until the 
animals are about three months old, very probably cannot be 
relied on ss the sole ration for calves of greater age. Its 
inability lo properly nourish older ct^lves may be dae to one 
or more of a number of factors. 
Cattle and other ruminants be^rin to consume roa.jhagee at 
an early age and the lack of roagha^e nay consequently give 
an explanation of the results obtained in this -:ork. In addi­
tion the iuantity and quality of the nutrients supplied may be 
of im^jortance as well as the supply of nutrients. 
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In Tstle VI are given the reqairements of y ong growing 
dairy calvee according to -he aodified Wolff-Lehnann feed­
ing standard as outlined "by Henry & Morrison (7), 
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Table YI 
Satrients Beqaired Daily iy Yoang Growing Calves 
per 1000 pounols Live Weight 
Digestible IJatrients 
Weijht 
])ry 
Matter 
Grade 
Protein Total 
lbs. lbs» lbs. lbs. 
150 23 4.0 22.0 
500 24 2.0 18.3 
500 
I 
27 2.0 15.8 
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Proa the data supplied the nutrients reqaired by, and 
actaally supplied to the experiraental c -Ives have been 
calcalated. Ie this table the anim. Is have been taken to­
gether rather than individually and the milk consumption is 
taken for all 30-day periods which were completed. It was 
assumed that the daily milk consumption of the calves while 
sucking was the same as in the succeeding days of the first 
10-day period. 
Talsle YII 
aatrieritB Beqaired tiy and Supplied to Calves 
iver-
age 
[«ive 
W J i,rht 
11^ 
liappliecL 
Dry 
Matter 
[iutrients SaDnlied 
Digestib3,e 
C rade 
Protein otal 
Hatrierts Heqaired 
Dry 
J latter 
(irade 
]roteid Total 
Digestible 
.OS* 
L68 
ElS 
IIZ 
91-120 fe09 
121-150 618 
I 
Its. 
579 
668 
842 
900 
873 
ros. 
79 
91 
115 
122 
119 
lbs. 
19 
22 
28 
50 
29 
lbs. 
104 
120 
151 
151 
166 
^bs. 
116 
150 
195 
222 
228 
lbs, 
19 
25 
26 
27 
28 
lbs. 
109 
ISS 
149 
169 
17S 
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Tlie actaal sarplas or deficit of nutrients ^applied will be 
more valaaole for coiaparative purposes , and this is obtained by 
sammarizing the data Just presented. 
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T.-icle Tin 
liseess of Satrients Sa'^^lied to Calves. 
Si^estible Hatrients 
Age Dry Crude 
ilatter protein Total 
Days lbs. Its. Its. 
1-30 -37 0 6 
31-60 -59 1 13 
61-90 -80 -2 -2 
91-120 -101 -3 -8 
121-150 -147 -1 -7 
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Considerable variations are noticeable in tiie amoants 
of the nutrients supplied bat the importance of these vari­
ations is perhaps best demonstrated -srhen the oversapply or 
deficiency is expressed as a percentage of the actaal a-
moant required by the calves. 
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Sable IX 
Excess of ::atrients Supplied to Calves 
Expressed as a Percertajre of the Bejuiremeiits 
Age Dry 
Matter 
Digestible Satrients 
Grade 
protein 
5!otal 
Days 
1-20 -33 0 
< 
5 
31-60 -39 4 / 10 
61-90 -41 -8 -1 
91-120 -45 -11 -5 
121-150 -66 -1 -4 
It is evident that from the beginning the calves were 
not receiving sufficient dry laatter in their rations. The 
average amoont of dry matter sapplied in the first SO cays 
was 35^ below that reqaired by the animals and this de­
ficiency continued to become gre?iter antil in the fifth 50-
day period it amounted to 60^. 
Paring the first two SO-day periods the calves received 
sufficient digestible crude protein and total digestible 
nutrients but from then on these constituents were deficient 
in the rations bat never to such a great estent as v.as the 
dry matter. The calves were bein^? .riven all the milk they 
could handle but rere supplied vyith no bulky feed to supply 
them with the extra dry matter needed, The lack of this dry 
matter, T!rhich would have provided additional bulk, iaroaired 
the digestive powers of the animals and rendered them unable 
to handle sufficient milk to provide all the digestible 
nutrients they required, This in tarn led to poor growth and 
development. 
The digestive tract of a ruminant is large and capacious 
and before digestion can he normal, balky feeds must bi. present 
to. distend the digestive organs, stimulate peristalsis, separate 
the particles of more concentrated feeds and so allow of their 
being properly mixed ?rith and acted on by the digestive fluids. 
Milk, being highly aigestlble r-nd free from fibrous irete. ial, 
is not a "Tsulky" feed, tho its nutrients are present in a 
rather large volame of water, and bo it cannot, when fed a-
lone, induce the digtstive s:,'stem cf elder raniriarts to 
function "oroperly, tho it is .,ai e efficient ivith young 
calves, as in their cise the riiaen is relatively smaller 
in comparison vrith the rest of the digestive tract than 
it "becoaes ultimately. 
\yhere digestion is retarded or hindered, as •. ould occur 
T:7hen the digestive system becane atonic dae to the absence 
of roughage, the materials not completely acted on by the 
digestive juices -woald remain in the alimentary canal and 
undergo putrefactive changes, She products of such 
putrefaction are toxic and when abisorbed from the alimentary 
canal oan produce auto-intoxication, vrith symptonis similar to 
those found with the experimental animals in this case« 
Another fact worthy of n:5te is that these calves were 
at times, when averaging about 150 pounds in live weight, 
consuming over half as much salt per day as would a 1,000-
pound animal. It has been found at this station that normally 
fed calves of similar weight will consume about ,01 pounds of 
salt per day, while the experimental animals consumed as 
much as .03 pounds per day. 
Chis excessive salt consumption may iiave been an attempt 
to correct digestive disturbs .ces, or it may have been caused 
by other physiological demands, or it may simply have been 
due to the calves forming a pernicious habit. 
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iThat sodiani chloride prodace tetacic convulsions sach 
as were evideiit in the esse of the experimental calves has 
been sho^rn on several occasions. Loeb (8) deiaenstrsted the 
contractions and final tetanas of mascles in contact •srith cer­
tain salt solations and he later (9) showed that solutions of 
common salt coald cause rhythmical tsfitchings and an increase 
in the concentration of sodium ions and can be counteracted 
by the addition of calcium salts. It has also been pointed 
out by MacCallum (10) that intrivenous infections of solu­
tions of sodium chloride increfjse peristalsis. There is a 
possibility, therefore, that the fits to which the ex­
perimental calves were subject may have been due in some way 
to excessive salt consumption. 
It has been pointed out previously that the vitamines, 
Water-Solable 3 and Water-Solable C may not be present in milk 
in suf-icient amounts for the continued well-being of the ex­
perimental animals. Further wori is needed to determine 
whether each or all of these factors rae tionec here were res­
ponsible for the nnthriftiness, mal-r.atrition and ultimate 
death of the animals used in this work. 
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jron the evidence obtained in this tyork the following 
factors may be looked on as possible causes of milk being 
unable to supply all the nutritional wants of calves after 
they are a few rreeks old, 
1, 5?he lack of balk may arrest the development of the ali­
mentary tract and prevent the proper digestion of the nutri­
ents supplied by the milk, 
2, Excessive consumption of s>-lt, due to depraved appetite, 
or to an a tenrot on the part of the calves to correct nutri­
tive distarbar.ces, may have led to some of the distrubances 
noted, 
3, Ihe vitaaines, Water-Solable B and Water-Solnble C, may 
have been present in insufficient amounts and this may have 
induced the dejith of the calves. 
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STUDIES m rzs AID IIJIHITIOi! OJ DAIHT CALTSS 
!i?HS iD:DlTI05 0? HAY Aillj GF.Ai:; TO A MIL:^ EATIOlf FOR CALVES, 
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Stadies in the Growth and Hatrition of Dairy Calves 
7I» The Addition of and Grain to a Milk Eation for Calves, 
Ihe necessity of investigating the effects of rations 
selected from limited soarces is novi recognized as of vital im­
portance in arrivin,;^ at a true idea of certain natritionsl pro­
cesses, In order to deterisine the trae or relative valae of 
any feed for a given clsss of aninals, it is necessary that it 
"be fed with a wide variety of other feeds and also as the sole 
ccnstitnent of the rstion, if it is of sach a nature as to 
render this possible, A thorooi^h underst-nding of the physio­
logical valne of any feed can only be arrived at after a series 
of correlated investigations, the results of v.hich cjin be studied 
as a group. 
The work outlined here was undertaken to expand results re­
ported in Paper Y of this series and to determine the relative 
values of rations co7;sisting of milk, milk and nixed grairis, 
and milk and alfalfa hay for young calves, 
1 I 
ESSUJE OP P!r>£VICUS TOES 
Investig'tions bearing directly on the problem under con­
sideration are limited in number as little work of this char­
acter has been undertaken with farm live stock, There are how­
ever, reports of investigations with laboratory animals which 
aid to some extent in the esqplanation of the results ob­
tained, 
She results availahie on the use of limited rations for 
raminants are meagre, plurab (20} fed .ne pen of calves on 
whole milk and trro pens on skimailSi, for a period fef two to 
three months Tf>ithoat observing any bad effects from the 
liTiited ration. Sanborn (21) placed a calf weighirsg 180 pounds 
on a ration of rr^ilk and grain, and the anioal is reported to 
have eaten the ssTrdast used ss bedc ing and died of irdigestion. 
In an attempt to grow cattle rithout the use of roat,:h-
ages, Davenport (8) found that fjr.iin fed in amounts up to half 
a bushel daily to a five-months old c£if did r.rt satisfy the 
craving for feed. Disturbances of the rierve centers and swell­
ing of the joints were noticed, A second calf, fed exclusively 
on skimmilk until seven months of age, vrhen it v.£s in quite 
poor condition, tras then placed on coarse feed arid recovered 
rapidly, A third individual, fed milk and ^rain, i?as extremely 
reduced in condition at five month::: of age, but recovered when 
allowed hay, A fourth calf, rhich received no roujhage, died 
at three months of age, A post-mortem examination showed that • 
the muscles were hard and firm and no internal fat was present, 
That growth and reproduction were seriously affected by 
limiting the ration of dairy heifers to the products of a 
single cereal plant was found by Hart, acCollam, Enn5>hrey & 
Steenbock (14,15), It w?.s also reported in Paper Y of this 
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series that calves coald not exist for eztended periods on a 
ration of whole milk alone. 
In an investigation with hogs, Bomett (4 & 5) foand 
that limiting the ration to com markedly affected "bone growth 
and development and the 'breiking strength of the hones of the 
legs. In the case of work done hy McCollam and reported by 
Henry (16) it \5ras foand thct a sovr coald he raised to raatarity 
and reproduce normally with milk as the sole feed, though 
Evvard and G-iatfelter fll) report that better success was ob­
tained in the raising of orphan pigs where egjs, tomato ^uice 
or oran^-e juice were added to the ra ion than where milk alone 
was fed. 
It has been stated by Forbes (12) that the specific effects 
of feeds on growing animals are due 1 r^ely to the :::ineral 
elements in the feed and especially to the relation "between 
the calcium and magnesium, while the importance of the vit^i-
mines has been emphasized by roany and the work of this char­
acter, though little of it Tdth rQmir.<ints, hus beer; samnarised 
quite completely by Blunt & Wang (2 & 3), However, Dutcher, 
Zennedy & S^kles (10) report tost the milk of cows on pasture 
is richer in water soluble C than is that of cows on winter feed, 
SZPEF.mzi^TAL WQEZ 
In this work six calves were used, of which five were 
bulls and ".he other was presumed to be a fteemartin as it was 
twinned with a bull, All but the freemartin were grades. The 
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calves Trere allowed "to sack their dsns for s few days after 
"birth and were then pat on the experimentr-l rations, They 
•were divided into thre^: lots and information concerning the 
individuals is given in the first st "ble. 
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Table I 
Animals Used 
Lot So. I II III 
Bation ailk Milk & Mixed Grain ?aik & Alfalfa Hay 
Calf Kg, 479 489 498 502 488 495 
Breed Grxade 
Gaerrjsey 
Grade 
Hoistein 
Grade 
Jersey 
Grade 
Gtternsey 
(Jrade 
Holstcij i Holstein 
Birth 
Weight 
Lbs, 
75 85 51 68 66 65 
Sacking 
Days 4 3 5 
• 
• 
6 2 5 
After the calves were taken from their dams, milk -was 
fed to them three times daily in aiaoants indicated by their 
ability to handle it. Salt was accessible at all times and they 
had access to water for several hoars dsily though they were 
confined in pens. In addition. Lot II was allowed to consume 
at free will a grain mixture consisting of 6 parts cracked 
com, 2 parts ground oats, 2 parts -srheat bran and 2 parts old-
process linseed oil meal by weight, while Lot III always had 
access to alfalfa hay. 
Complete records of feed coriSun5>tion were kept and these 
have been combii.ed by 50-day periods throutrhout the various 
eaperiments. The weights of the animals ;7ere deterroined on 
three successive days in the middle of each period and from 
these the live weights at the end of each experimental period 
were determined. Body measurements were obtained in a similar 
manner though only taken on one day. In the final con^jutations 
it was sssumed that the milk consumed daring the few days that the 
animals sacked their dams was the same in amount as that con­
sumed in a like period after hand feeding was started, 
The calves did not all start on experiment at the same 
time, due to differences in date of birth, but in the tabulations 
they are kept together on the age bnsis. The inequalities near 
the finish are due to the fact that the experiments were all 
closed about the same time irrespective of the ages of the 
calves. However, to avoid complications, the records for the 
animals whieli lived throaghoat the work are given to the end 
of the last thirty-day period that was completed. 
Eations 
Lot I - laik. The calves in this group were fed a ration 
of whole milk throaghoat the trial. When they became weak lind 
low in condition, alfalf - hay was introduced into the ration, 
This introduction took place at the be^^in'.in,^ of period YIII 
for calf Uo, 479 and on the nineteenth day of Period YI in the 
case of calf No, 489, ffor a fev, days the allowance of Jaay was 
limited and then it was given at free will. 
Lot II - Milk and Grain, This group received milk through­
out the experiment and in the latter part of Period II the grair. 
mixture was introduced and kept before the animals at all times. 
Calf So, 502 died on the sixteenth day of Period 7 after con­
suming little feed during the last two weeks of its life, ^t 
the beginning of the sixth period, alfalfa hay was given to 
ealf 3o, 498, at first in limited amounts, and later at free will. 
Lot III - Mlk and Alfalfa, These calves had milk through­
out the experiment, and alfalfa hay was introduced in the latter 
part of the first period for calf So, 495 and in the early part 
of the second period for calf Ifo, 498 and from then on was al­
lowed at ftee will. 
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Table II 
Peed Eecords 
Peed Whole lilk | Alfalfa Hay iJized Orain Salt I iiotes 
i 1 
lot I - Milk Eation 
Calf Uo, 479 489 479 489 479 439 479 489 
Period lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
I 351 333 ,01 ,21 
II 450 489 ,39 .09 
III 48£ 599 .10 .18 
lY 540 630 .10 ,33 
Y 630 630 .29 .27 
YI 630 630 >:45 ,26 .18 {•x Last 12 
YII 630 630 149 .17 .10 days of Period 
Till 630 630 86 204 .10 ,04 for Calf 
IZ 630 121 .15 
cr
> CO 
•
 
o
 
Lot II - Milk and Mixed Grain Bation 
Calf So, 498 j 502 498 502 4S8 502 498 502 
period 
1 
II 
III 
lY 
Y 
YI 
YII 
218 
246 
270 
270 
270 
270 
270 
216 
267 
270 
270 
z30 
i 
59 
108 
2 
26 
60 
82 
57 
30 
10 
cZ 
50 
S2 
.04 
.09 
.12 
.04 
,02 : 
.08 
.10 
,06 
,08 
.06 
.02 
:.01 
X Call Ho. 
502 died on 
the 16th day 
of Period Y 
and for two 
veeks prior to 
this consamed 
little feed 
Lot III - Hilk and Alfal; ca Eatic >n 
Cslf Uo. 488 495 438 495 4S8 495 483 495 
Period 1 
1 
II 
III 
lY 
Y 
YI 
298 
462 
450 
450 
450 
450 
307 
450 
450 
450 
450 
27 
73 
184 
264 
9 
36 
96 
168 
220 
i 
-
.02 
.02 
,11 
.11 
.19 
.45 
.04 
.05 
,08 
,11 
.26 
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Growth of Calves 
3?he records of the increase in live weight and body 
measarements of the calves are iridicatiOES of the suitability 
of the rations for the calves. Por this reason the birth weights 
of the calves and their weights at the end of each completed 
thirty-day period are given, as are the body raeasureinents taken, 
height at v.ithers, depth of chest and tridth at hooks. 
In order that some idea may be gained as to the relative 
rates of increase in live weight and body measarements of the 
calves it is necessary that some standard be used with which 
they njay be compared, for this purpose the averages of similar 
measarements obtained on 40 normally fed heifers are included, 
Shis should form a satisfactory basis of c;^mparison as all the 
experimental calves were young and the balls were castrated so 
that it is not prob-:ble that sexual development woald cause 
the two groa^.s of figures to vary rel ;tively. 
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Table III 
Live Weil shts and Body Measarements of C-] Lves 
Groax) L'ornal Lot I 
1 
Lot II Lot III 
Calf 3o. 479 ' 489 ' 498 ' 502 488 495 
Li, ve Weigh" 
Period lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
Birth 67 76 85 51 68 66 65 
I 90 94 123 69 71 153 95 
II 120 124 162 92 83 166 143 
III 165 161 217 128 112 241 210 
lY 211 177 271 165 115 522 266 
1 262 212 515 187 599 ::S9 
VI S14 252 582 220 469 
711 S66 265 462 253 
Till 412 289 550 
• 
IZ 452 525 
Height ? it Withers 
Period in. in. in, 1 in. ir-i. in. in. 
I 28.7 50.4 29,9 26.5 28.1 29.1 28.6 
II 30.7 31.5 52,5 27.5 29.0 31.4 30.7 
III 52,9 'Za 35.0 29.4 30.4 33.5 32.2 
IV 54.8 34.1 57,0 30.9 30.7 35.7 35.7 
V 56.4 55.2 58,7 53.5 58.0 39.0 
VI 58.4 56.4 4C.O 55.0 40.8 
VII 59.8 40.2 42. G 56.2 
VIII 41.0 40,4 44.3 
IX 42.0 42.0 
Depth of Chest 
Period i 
I 11.4 12a 15.0 10.2 11.0 12.1 11.9 
II 12.8 15.5 14,0 11.5 11.3 13.9 15.0 
III 14.2 14.9 16.0 15.1 13.2 15.8 15.1 
IV 15.4 15,7 17,2 14.4 13.8 17.1 16.6 
V 16,7 16.7 18,4 15.0 18.2 17.8 
VI 17.9 17.8 19,3 15.5 20.0 
VII 18,7 18,7 20,3 16.2 
VIII 19,5 18.6 20,5 
12 20,3 19.S 
Width « iit Hoote 
period 1 
I 6.7 ! 6.5 7,4 5.9 6.3 6.8 6.9 
II 7.5 7.3 8.6 7.0 6.9 7.8 8.0 
III 8.5 8.0 9,8 8.1 7.1 9.0 9.6 
IV 9.4 8.3 11.1 8.7 7.1 10.4 13.9 
V 10,2 8.9 11,1 9.1 11.9 11.4 
VI 11.2 9.8 11,4 10.0 15.0 
VII 11.8 9.9 12.4 10.4 
VIII 12,6 10.4 15,2 
IZ 15.2 iia 
Live Weights and Body Measarements. When Lot I is con­
sidered it is foand that "both animals is tiiis groap were 
heavier at birth than the average for the noriaal jjroap. Calf 
So, 479 maintained its lead for only tv;o months and then 
dropped below normal and continaed to do so antil alfalfa hay 
was introduced at the "beginning of Period YIII when it started 
to regain in rate of growth. Calf 5o, 489, the heaviest of 
all, increased in live weight slowly and at the end of period 
7 was of the same weight as the normal calves were at the end 
of Period VI, During Period 71, alfalfa was introduced and it 
immediately started to gain rapidly. 
Both animals in Lot II, though one was heavier and one 
lighter than the average for the normal group, fell far be­
hind the normal weights as the work progressed. The calf No. 
502 died, while No, 498 was given alfalfa at the end of Period 
7 and when the trial closed at the end of Period 711 it was 
beginning to approach the normal group in weight, 
The alfalfa fed animals in Lot III, though slightly lower 
in birth weight fian the average for the normal group, always 
exceeded the normcl group in live wtright from the end of Period I, 
In regard to the body measurements it may be said that 
they did not vary uniforiuly though there was a very decided in­
crease in the rates of growth of the calves in Lot III compared 
with the normal calves, while the calves in Lot II lagged be­
hind the check, The calves in Lot I did not show a great vari­
ation from the check group. 
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Iiicrease in Lire Weight and Body Measareaerjts. The animals 
in Lot III, fed alfalfa and milk throaghoat, showed a greater 
percentage increase in live weight and body measareiaents than 
did the normal groapc In lot II, calf Ho, 502 showed a 
slower percentage increase than normal and eventually died, 
2he other animal in this lot, calf ilo. 498, showed slow per­
centage gains in height bat the other measurements were near 
normal, while the percentage increase in body weight was 
accelerated by the introduction of alfalfa hay into the ra­
tion, In Lot I the percentage increases in live weight were 
good towards the start bat started dc-niwards and then re­
covered greatly on feedin^: alfalfa hay, the ^^e.-itest recovery 
being in the case of the calf started on hay at the younger 
age. In the body measurements of this group the tendencies 
were quite similar. 
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2able IT 
Percentage Increase in Live Weights and Body Ifeasareaeats, 
Sroap 3onaal Lot I Lot II Lot III 
Calf t 1 
No* 
1 
479 489 498 502 488 495 
Increase in Live Weight 
Period % a fi % % % % 
I 34: 24 45 35 4 71 46 
II 79 63 91 80 22 162 120 
III 14S 112 155 151 65 265 223 
11 215 120 219 224 66 388 309 
1 291 179 271 267 505 421 
71 S69 252 349 331 611 
711 446 249 444 396 
7111 516 280 524 
U. 575 325 
Increase in Height at Withers 
Period 
II 7 4 9 4 3 8 8 
III 15 10 20 11 8 15 13 
17 21 12 24 17 9 23 25 
7 27 9 29 26 51 36 
71 34 20 36 32 40 
711 39 32 43 37 
7111 43 33 48 
12 46 38 
Incresse in Depth of Chest 
Period 
II ,'v 12 8 13 3 15 9 
III 25 23 23 28 20 51 27 
IV 35 30 32 41 25 41 39 
7 47 38 42 47 50 50 
71 51 47 48 52 65 
711 64 55 56 59 
7111 71 54 58 
I 
IX 78 60 1 
Increase in r.idtir at Hooks 
Period 
II 12 12 16 19 10 15 16 
III 27 23 32 37 13 32 39 
17 40 28 50 47 13 53 58 
7 52 37 50 54 75 65 
71 67 51 54 69 91 
711 76 52 58 76 
7111 88 60 78 j 
IZ 97 71 1 1 
• .1 j 
eonditloD and Behavior of Calves, 
Certain results brought aboat by the rations fed to the 
animals were most noted in ph;. sical characteristicss, other than 
weight and body measarements, and in their body activities and 
general behavior. 
Lot I - !Iilk, In the early part of Period III, cslf So, 
479 showed a ravenoas appetite for shavings and st-.rted to eat 
hair ftom Ko, 489 and the faeces were very thin, The animal 
was .jUite thin bat the muscles were finn. By the beginning of 
Period IV, Ho 479 began to lie down considerably. The faeces 
were watery and slate grey in color, The mascles were firm 
but there wr.s no ai^parent body fat and the calf strrted to 
chew the wooden walls of the pen. In Period VI, No, 479 had 
taken practically all the hair from the back of ]Jo, 489 and 
attempted to cad, This was probably doe to the hair and wood 
eaten. 
In Period II, calf iio, 489 showed a depraved atjpetite and 
in the early part of period III became weak in the knees when 
led, and down in the front pasterns, Latei in the period its 
,5ait became stilted and the legs we^ e stiff at the knees and 
hocks. The skin was Vury sensitive and twitched when touched, 
especially along the spinal colamn. By Period V, calf Ho, 489 
had become quite listless but was eratic to handle. 
Within a few hoars of the introduction of alfalfa hay to 
the ration, these calves y^exe chewing the cad and continued to 
iaorove from that time or^. 
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Lot II - Mlfc and Grain. The calves in this groap may 
be treated separately. In the early part of Period III, calf 
ffo. 498 had a good appetite and was in good condition bat 
showed a craving for roaghage. It chewed its cud slightly, 
Tjrobably dae to eating shavings ased as beddin:- at that time, 
bat they were removed. In the early part of Period 7 the 
leg joints became swollen and the calf c )ald not stand straight. 
The knees were bowed outward and forward. The appetite was 
good bat the faeces thin, When tMs calf was pat on hay at 
the beginning of the sixth period, it began to iiaprove and at 
the end of Period VII it was in good condition. 
In the early part of Period II, calf ITo, 502 began to 
chew the boards of the pen and to cad to a small extent. At 
this tiae it had a good appetite though it was thin anc its 
hair on end. Its vitality kept lowering antil in the early 
part of Period 7 it began to bloat and this eventually be­
came habitual and caused mast pain. It becaine weak in the legs, 
enable to rise, eventually lost all control of the hind qaarters, 
and died. 
Lot III - Milk and Alfalfa Batt n. The animals in this 
groap were in good thrifty condition throaghoat the trial and 
always maintained a sleek glossy coat. Their faeces were 
normal thoa^h alfalfa hay in this section is sometimes not the 
best for calf raisin^; as it at times tends to produce seoars, 
Post-Mortem Examination of Calf Ho, 502 in Lot II, A post­
mortem ezaniinstion was condacted on eslf Ko, 502 immediately 
after deatli, by Drs, B. A» Benbrook and H. 3D, Bergman of the 
Teterinary Division, 
gbe Stomaob, In the stomach as a whole the macoos mem­
brane, folds and papilli vrere all apparently normal, f&e 
mascalatare of the wall of the ramen was not well developed. 
The ramen was aboat one-third andersized and distended with 
gas. The contents were dry and consisted mainly of oat halls 
and some grain. The mascalatare of the wall of the reticulam 
was not normally developed, bat the compartment approached 
nearer to normal than did the ramen. The omasam v;as also 
andersized. The abomssum was apparently fally d,eveloped and 
contained aboat a qaart of flaid very similar in appearance to 
bile and contained a sediment of cinders showing that a de­
praved appetite had caused the calf to eat the cinders used 
for bedding in the latter part of the experiment. Derangement 
of the mechanism of the pylorus or hyperacidity of the stomach 
might explain the presence of the bile-like flaid in the 
abomasam. 
The Intestine. Catarrhal enteritis was apparent throaghoat 
the intestinal tract. The contents of the small intestine 
were flaid and yellowish in color with small orange-yellow 
flaky bodies occaring in the flaid. This fluid was apparently 
largely secreted from the intestinal walls. The contents of the 
caecam appeared drier than normal. The amount of faeccs in the 
rectum was also small. 
The Olands. The liver was slightly enlarged, of lighter 
color than normal, soft, friable, and had a cloudy svrelling, 
doe to congestion. The gall bladder v.as aboat 4 times normal 
size and cont- ined about 1^ pints of fluid. The bile was light 
yellow and floccolent, instead of greenish in color. Catarrhal 
infection caased swelling that almost entirely closed the 
openingof the bile dact into the dnodenum and pressaxe on the 
gall bladder would force vnly a small amount of flaid into 
the daodenam. The wall of the gall bladder showed slight 
haemorrhages. 
The kidneys showed no marked changes bat the urine in the 
bladder "»as slightly cloudj and there was a slight con^jtistion of 
the blood vesc-els in the bladaer wall, 
1 hyperstatic condition existed in the principal lobe and 
most of the anterior lobes in the lower border of the right side 
of the lung. The remainder of the lang tissue was edematouB, 
Haemorrhages occurred in the epicardium and endocardium 
and were especially evident in the lining of the left ventri-
clei They were due to infection. The blood vessels in the 
walls of the gall bladder, in the walls of the bladder and in 
the mesentery, showed haemorrhages due to infection and weaken­
ing of the walls of the blood vessels. The blood was darker 
than normal and slow to coagulate. This was due to an in­
fection destroying the enzyme thrombrokinase, which enters into 
the clotting process. 
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The spleen was enlarged, due- to fiestraetion of red blood 
cells in large quantities as the result of infection. The 
ranld destruction of red blood cellB results in greater pro­
duction of these cells in the bone laarrow and consequently the 
bone marrow was slightly red instead of being the normal y-.llow 
color for a calf of this age, 
Greneral, The rauscles were slightly yellorr and edematous, 
possibly due to s leakage of blood serum. The knee and ankle 
joints appeared to be normal in both capsule and bone. The 
femur of the right hind leg iiras broken Just belOT: the hip joint 
and appeared to have been broken acout txro days before death. 
There some haemorrhage aud laceration about the broken part. 
The wall of the femur where broken was thinner than in a normal 
calf of the same age, A section of the radius, just below the 
left kn.e was taken for a breaking test. 
Cause of Death, The immediate cause of death was a non­
specific septicaemia arising from organisms normally present 
in the bovine body. Owing to the weakened condition of the 
calf organisms were allowed to develop unduly. The immedi­
ate cause of death wns this non-specific septicaemia which 
developed owing to the lowered vitality induced by undernutrition 
Breaking; Test of Bone, The bone sample taken from the radius 
jast below the left knee of calf 3o, 502, was given both the 
breaking and crushing tests by Professor J. H. Griffith of the 
Engineering Division, 
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The sample of "bone osed was 6^ inches long and 2 9/16 
inches at its smallest circamferenee. The hone had been 
removed irom the body aboat a daj before the breaking and 
crushing tests were made. 
In the breaking test the bone was placed on blocks 
with a 5-inch span, A 5/8-inch bar laid crosswise sastained 
the force applied from above. The bone bent, cracked and 
finally Lroke with a variable load of f!rom 190 to 640 poands 
per sqasre inch. The fleslbility of the bone was largely 
dae to the low content of ash constitaents. 
In the crashing test the weight v;as applied on the bone 
2-^ inches from the apper articulation by means of a s/8-inch 
flat iron bar with rounded edges. The bone crashed with a 
load of 400 poands per £qaare inch. The bone was S inches 
in circumference at the crushing point, with the wall of the 
shaft varying around 3/32 of an inch in thickness at the 
point of crashing. The bone shaft at this point was 1 1/16 
inches wide and 5/8 inch thick. 
DISCUSSIOI? OF ESSULTS 
It has been shown that milk as the sole ration for 
calves is ansaitable and that a ration of ailk with a 
grain aistare of corn, oats, wheat bran and old-process 
linseed oil nieal is even less valuable, •;7hile the addition 
of alfalfa hay to these t-rao rations will render them quite 
well adapted to the needs of the growing calf* An ex­
planation of the differences in the value of the rations 
is by no means easy, 
Ihe first point ot note is the amount of nutrients 
consumed by the calves, Prom the feed data and the analyses 
given by Henry & Morrison (17) this information was obtained 
and from the same source the actual requiremer.ts of the 
calves were determined as in 2n-pex Y of this series. Th© 
percentage variation of the amount of nutrients consumed 
from the requirements of the calves were then obtained for 
each so-day period. 
1 
-ISl 
Sable 7 
Percentage Increase in Satrients Provided in 
Adcition to He;;airements - lot I 
Calf Uo, 479 489 
Dry Matter Digestible iJutrients Dry Matter Digestible Ilatrient 
Grade 
Protein 
Carbo, 
i£quiv. 
Crude 
Protein 
Caroo, 
:£qQiv, 
Period 
Eo, 
i: 
'/=> 1o Jo % 
I SI 44 50 3 12 S3 
II 52 43 50 10 17 14 
III 8 15 21 -51 5 11 
17 -SO 5 12 -51 -17 -10 
V -29 8 IS -62 -22 -28 
YI -49 -IS -6 -52 69 -21 
YII -57 -12 -18 -28 122 4 
nil -23 151 18 -24 283 1 
JX -20 218 17 
1 
$ 
Tsble 71 
Percentage Increase in Hatrients Provided in 
-Addition to Eecuireraente - Lot" II 
Cclf No, 498 502 
Dry iJatter Dif^estib; Le llatrients Dry Matter Digestible Kutrieni 
Crcde 
Protein 
Carbo, 
SqaiT, 
Crude 
Protein 
Oarbo, 
Sqaiv, 
Period 
50, 1 
/« 
; 
> $ i 
I 15 26 S3 -1 9 12 
II 4 a 14 S9 S2 47 
III 29 14 27 58 S9 53 
IV 46 15 21 71 S9 58 
Y 1 9 25 
JI 14 114 28 
YII —5 165 22 
III 
IX 
Table 711 
Percentage Iccrease in nutrients ProTided in 
Addition to Beqatreaents - Lot III 
Calf Uo, 438 495 
Dry Matter Digestible Satrients 
Grade 
Protein 
Carbo, 
Sqaiv, 
Dry Matter )igestiiae gntrients 
Jrade 
protein 
3axbo, 
3qaiy, 
Period 
So. 
I 
II 
III 
IT 
V 
VI 
YII 
71II 
1: 
7 
47 
47 
6 
10 
10 
14 
111 
145 
307 
446 
48S 
lo 
20 
47 
26 
41 
41 
41 
47 
86 
36 
25 
-4 
p 
88 
187 
253 
295 
£64 
57 
82 
65 
64 
24 
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Lack of Balk. To prevent confasion it should be stated that 
there is a distinction between the bulk of a feed and the dry 
matter it contains, The dry matter is simply the sum of the 
Tester-free constitaents present. While the balk of a ration 
is indicated by the weight of the feed which will fill a 
given anit of volume. Thus 100 pounds of corn and 100 poonds 
of alfalfa hay are of the same weight but the com occupies 
considerably less space than the hay and so the alfalfa hay 
is classed as a balky feed. 
The calves in Lot I had sr. oversnpply of digestible 
nutrients until the end of Period 7 in the case of calf 5o, 
479 and until the end of Period III with calf I?o, 483. At 
those tines the sapxslies of natrierits becarae deficierit and 
continued to be so until alfelfa was added to the ration, 
ever though the calves were receiving r^ll the milk they 
could handle. The excess of nutrients thet was at first 
supplied decreased jradaally while the excesi of dry natter 
decreased more rapidly and at an early stage in the experi­
ment too little dry matter was being allowed, when milk a-
lone was fed. Is alfalfa was added to the ration the deficiency 
in the supply of dry matter gradually decreased and when the 
calves had come back into good condition the dry matter defici­
ency was rapidly disappearing, in other v/ords, the bulky 
hay apparently aided in the reoon-ry of the cnlves, in Lot I, 
due to the fact that the additional balk helped to expand the 
ramen and other portions of the digestive tract and render the 
calces capable of handling the natrients ^ ith which they were 
provided, This necessary balk -was not present Tvhen the sole 
ration of the calves was ndik. 
It shoald be noted that calf 3o. 479 was always "behind 
normal in live weight incrcMse, bat after alfalfa was added 
to the ration it came nearer to normal. Calf Ho. 489 "sras a-
bove normal at the start bat decreased relatively in live 
weight until alfalfa was added in period 71 when it started 
to increase rapidly in live weight and at the end of the 
trial '.v.-s above normal. 
In lot II where lailk and grain v.-eie fed there were only 
a few times at -^hich the sapoly o£ dry matter was deficient. 
There was a a.ight deficiency in the 1 ast period for calf ilo, 
498 and in the first period for calf So, 502, The dry matte: 
these calves received was not of a 'alky character and calf 
502 died in Period T, althoagh it had an aa^le sapply of 
natrients throaghoat the trial. 
In the case of calf Ho, 498 the fair eaccess of natrients 
available at the start decreased irregularly cntil in Period 
7 ther- was an escess of only ifs of dry matter in the ration. 
Alfalfa hay v.as then added and there was a great increase in 
di^estifcle crude protein and also in other nntrierits. ilhe a-
aoant of dry matter was also increased thoao:h it went below 
the requirements in the last period, perhaps due to increasing 
c^ipacity on the part of the c-i-lf. 
The calf So, 502 was always below normal in live weight in­
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crease while the calf Ho, 498 aaintairied a good rate of in­
crease for a time bat dropped below normal in Period Y and 
then on the addition of alfalfa hay increased in live weight 
in a manner more nearly normal, 
Evidently the addition of the grain mixture to the milk 
ration not only did not provide saiiicient bulk bat it had 
other bad effects as the calves did not do as vrell as those 
on milk alone. The addition of a balky feed produced good 
results however, 
The calves in lot III were provided with plenty of balk and, 
with but one exception, vrith plenty of dry matter, as they 
had a ration of milk and alfalfa hay £rom the start. In the 
rate of live weight increase they kept well ahead of the normal 
calves, 
Thus far the dat^. presented v oald indicate that the pres­
ence of sufficient bulk in the ration is absolutely necessary 
for young growing calv-s, 
quality of Ash. She quantity and the qualty of the ash 
fed in the ration to animals has a considerable influence on 
the ultinate benefit of the feed to the animal and one of 
the important factors to note is the calciam-magnesium ratio 
in the rations of the various groups. Jor the determination 
of this ratio the figures on the lime and magnesia contents 
of feeds given by Henry & Morrison (17) are used. 
Table YIII 
Lime and ifegnesia per 1000 Ibe. of ?eed, 
After Henry & Morrison (17) 
Feed 
2: 
Milk Com Oats Bran Oil iiieal Alfalfa Hay 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
Lime 1.8 .2 1.4 .9 5.1 19.5 
Magnesia .2 1.8 2.0 7.S 8.1 6.9 
X Taken to be the same as in skim milk. 
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TaWe 32 
Lime-Hagneeia Ratio in Rations of lot I 
Calf 30, 1 479 
1 
489 479 489 479 489 
lime Magnes ia Ratio 
period lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 1; 
I .63 .60 .07 .07 .1 .1 
II .81 .88 .09 
o
 
H
 .
 
.1 .1 
III .87 1.08 .10 .12 .1 .1 
17 .97 1.13 .11 .13 .1 .1 
¥ 1.12 1.13 .13 .13 .1 .1 
VI 1.13 2.01 .13 .27 .1 .1 
VII 1.13 4.04 .13 1.01 .1 .3 
VIII 2.81 5.11 .64 1.33 .2 .3 
IX S.49 .84 .2 
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fable Z 
Lime-2fegriesis ?>stio in Bations of Lot II 
Calf Ho. 498 502 438 502 498 502 
Lime Magnesia Ilatio 
Period lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 1; 
I .39 .59 .04 .04 .1 .1 
II .44 .49 .06 .09 .1 .2 
III • 5Z .55 .15 .17 .3 .5 
17 .57 .56 .28 .25 .5 .4 
7 .60 .57 .6 
71 1.72 .62 .4 
711 2.64 .81 .3 
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Table ZI 
Lime-Magnesia Eatio ic Hations of lot III 
Calf Ho. 488 495 488 495 488 495 
Lime ^giiesia Estio 
Period lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 1: 
I .54 .73 .06 .11 .1 .2 
II 1,36 1.51 .25 ,20 .2 .2 
III 2,23 2.68 .52 ,66 .2 .2 
IT 4.40 4.09 1.18 1.08 .3 .3 
Y 5,96 5,10 1.65 1.39 .3 .3 
Y1 6.91 1,94 .3 
In considering the ratio of the lime (Ca 0) to magnesia 
f3%0) in the rations, the lime content is taken as onity. It 
wag found in the case of Lot I that the ratio was 1: .1, or in 
other words, there x^as 10 times as aach lime as magnesia in 
the ration rhen ailk. alone •ffp.s fee, ^7hen alfalfa hay was added 
the rsitio changed to 1: ,2 or 1: .2, or in other words, there 
was 5 to 3 times as mnch lime as magnesia. In Lot III the 
ratios found were very similar in some respects to those in 
the later periods for Lot I, the ratio being generally 1: ,2 
or 1; ,S, 
With Lot II the lime-magnesia ratio changed to 1: ,4 in 
the case of calf I?o, 502 jast before its death and to 1: .6 
for calf Ho, 498 in Period Y, At this tiiK calf Ho, 498 cat 
its grain consaaQption considerably .md in the next period the 
ratio was 1; ,4, while in the following period it was back to 
1: ,3 on the addition of alfalfa hay to the ration. 
These resalts appenr to be in accord with those of Forbes 
(12), ^hen an excess of magnesium in proportion to the cal­
cium is provided, the excess of magnesium is removed by a 
counteractive liberation of caleiom from the tissaes, especially 
the bone, and this may lead to malformation of the bones, 
especially of the legs. Such malformations of the legs were 
quite noticeable in the case of calf I«o, 498 before alfalfa 
was added to the ration, but on its addition the bones of the 
legs showed marked improvement. Shis would indicate that a 
ration of milk and the grains used is not only deficient in 
"balk bat also lacks the proper balance of lime and aiagnesia 
in the ash and is even less salted for gro-jjir-g calves than a 
ration of milk cilone, 
Vitanipe Sapply« inother very import: nt factor so far as the 
r.atrition of the eslves in this ^ ady is concerned is the sappl 
of vitaaines, as there is a possibility that the calves aight 
not have b ,n provided with sufficient of them. 
In considering all lots it may be said that batterfat is 
still regarded as the most important source of Fat-Soluble A 
and this is clearly demonstrated in the compilation of Blunt 
and Wang (3), It may be allowed therefore that the c-lves 
had sufficient of this vitaaine. 
Milk is not too rich in \7ater-Solabie 3 according to 
Osborne, Mendel, ?erry & iVakeman (19) but there should iiave 
been sufficient of it present to carry the various groups in 
good condition. It is perhaps also true that the Water-
Solttble C present may have been sufficient according to Chick, 
Hume, Shelton & Smith (6 Se 7), 
When the other feeds in addition to milk are considered 
it is noted that the yellow com fed to Lot II contained 5fet-
Soluble A according to Steenbock & Boutwell f2S}, although 
this was already present in the milk. The cereals provided 
roalr. also furnish the calves -with additional Water - soluble 
B according to Osborne & Ifendel (18) but the bran would be of 
no value in this respect according to Briggs (1), Ihe oats 
and other grains vroald not add any 'Vater-Sol able C according 
to Harden & Silva (12), As a conse'^aesce therefore. Lot II 
was probably provided with more Fat - Soluble A and Water-
Solable B than Lot I bat thej did not do as -^vell and so the 
deficiencies of 'rllk as the r tier, of Lot I cannot be attri­
buted entirely to the lack of these vitamines. 
In the third lot alfalfa hay was fed in addition to the 
milk and these calves did well arid the animals in Lots I and 
II, which had reacted a very lo^ degree of vitality, re­
covered when alfalfa was fed» Alfalfa cotitains ?at-Solable 
A according to Steeribock 5: Boafr.vell (22) bat tiiis was already 
present in the lailk. ?i'ater-Solable B occurs in considerable 
amounts in imraature alfslfa bat in less amoants when it is 
mature as has been stated by Osborne & Kendel (18) and un-
doubltedly 3saach of this is lost in haymaking- and storage and 
so it is doubtful if the alfalfa inrproved the ration so far 
as Water-Soloble B is concerned. 
Alfalfa also contains Tester-Soluble C bat Chick, Hume, 
Shelton & Smith (7) and Delf & Shelton {9) state that when 
the living tissues are disorganized by drying the Water-
Soluble C is destroyed. Consequently the alfalfa hay would 
apparently be of little value to the calves as a source of 
this vitamine, Ihe alfalfa hay was the feed which produced 
the greatest growth and brought the calves that were below 
normal back to normal and yet it would appear t2iat this was 
not entirely due to any vitamin.es which it might supply. 
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Froia the results obtained in this ;7ork it would appear 
that thoagh milk is a poor ration for calves after they are 
a few weeks old, the addition of a grain mixtare sach as 
that Qse;- '.vill give even poorer resalts. On the other hand, 
the feeding :!f alfalfa gave good resalts. 
It would ai)pear that the benefits of alfalfa do not lie 
entirely in the provision of more nutrients or in iugjroving 
the vitamine supply, She alfalfa provides "balk which keeps 
the digestion tract of the calf distended and in proper con­
dition for the handling of feed, !i!he grain used produced 
had effects by increasing the relative aaoant of ma.^iesium as 
compared vrith calcium in the ration. 
Saaroary 
From the vrork reported here it woaid srspear that the 
follOTiriiig dedactions sre possible: 
1. iiilk. though a saitable ration for yoang calves can­
not maintain raminants indefinitely, 
S, u!he addition of a grain mi2ctare of com, oats, hran 
arid oil raeal to a ration consisting solely of milk impairs 
the growth of the calves and leads to death even more rapidly 
than a ration of milk only, 
3, Ihe caase of the earlier death on the addition of the 
grains is probably due to the depletion of the bod;r stores of 
calciam dae to the fact that the grains contain more magnes­
ium than calciam and calcium mast consequently be dravm from 
the body, expeoially the bones, to take c:ire of this excess 
of magnesiam, 
4, The addition of alfalfa hay to a ration of milk or 
of milk, corn, oats, bran and oil me^^l Trill bring back to 
good groTTing condition animals "srhich have fallen to a low 
place of nutrition on the rations mentioned, 
5, Hilk and alfalfa hay ear "be used to groT^ out calves 
satisfactorily, 
6, The beneficial effects of the alfalfa hay are atspar-
ently not due absolutely to the ruJtrier.tB it supplies as an 
abundance of nutrients had been provided in the other experi­
mental rations. 
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7, It is apparently not probably that the alfalfa 2iay 
adds in appreciable amoants vitamines ttMcIi migiit have been 
absent from the other rations ased, 
8, Where alfalfa is added to a ration of milk and the 
grain mixtare used, it woald ar^pear that part of the berjefi-
cial effect of the alfalfa is dae to the fact that it in­
creased the calciam content as compared to the magnesiam con­
tent of the ration arid thas conserves the calciam stores of 
the body, 
9, The main advantage derived from the alfalfa hay 
seeas to be dae to the fact that this feed, being balky in 
character, helps to distend the di;restive tract of the calf 
and so renders proper digestion possible. 
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STUDISS IH THi GHOftTH AlfD irmiTIOH OP DilEY CALV2S 
YII. TH2 USB OP THi: SiLP-PEEDHR WITH YOUMG DAIRY CAI7ES. 
-la-
Stadies in the Srotrth and Hatritior; of Dair^ Calves 
711, The Use of the Self-Peeder \7ith Yoong Dairy Calves, 
Appetite, as an indicator of physiological needs, has 
"been minimized "fay many investigators in the field of haoan 
and animal nutrition. Proa the "beginning the \7hole aniraal 
kingdom has been controlled in its feeding problems only by 
appetite and environmental limitations of the feed sapply, 
Conseaaently, even tho the role of appetite be not of great 
importance cruder artifidal g3:periaer3tal conditions, yet, if 
the broad facts of the case, the continued existence and 
multiplication of man and othei animals after coantless aeons 
of feeding with appetite as their sole gaide, be taken into 
consideration, it mast be recognized as of some value, 
Eesame of previous ?fork 
She attention that has been given to the study of appetite 
con hardly be called critical^ iivvsrd (1) has revie^-ed the 
literature on the subject and shov?n that appetite is a fairly 
reliable indicator of the physiological needs of the pig. k 
very limited amoant ofwrk has beeri done with cattle, but 
other m^iterial, not obtained "with a vi8;v to studying the 
appetite of animals, may be reviewed here as of interest in 
connection with the work reported on the grinding o± grain for 
calves. 
It has been stated by Jordan (5) that the grinding of 
oats and com increased their digestibility in the case of 
horses, the with sheep whole oats were as completely utilized 
as groond grain. 
It has been found by Pain and. Jarnagin (2) that, where 
com meal and shelled com were used to supplement skin milk 
for calves, the daily coriSari5)tion of shelled corr. was ^jreater 
than that of com aaeal, the the r .te of gain was greater and 
the amount of grain eonsaaed per 100 pounds live weight gain 
less in the case of the shelled com. 
Sildee (4) also reconniended whole oats in preference to 
ground oats for calves. Otis (5) found, that calves fed shelled 
com made larger gains arid coKsumed less skim milk and hay, 
but slightly more grain per 100 pounds live weight gain, than 
d-id. those fed com chop. He also found that skim milk calves, 
two to three months old, consamed about 10 pounds of water per 
head daily. 
In vie-5? of the work that has beer done with the self-feeder 
as an adjuct in the mrjiagement of other types of live stock this 
work was ttnd.ertaken with young calves, Che main object was to 
determine the ability of calves to select rations suited to 
their needs, to see their preferences for the various concen­
trates and obtain some knowledge of their deraand-S for salt and 
water. 
Experimental Work 
Tliree calves, tco heifers and a bull were used, All were in 
good growthy condition and information concerning them is given in 
Table I, 
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Sable I, Anisials Used, 
Calf No. 411 413 414 
Breed Gaernsey Ayrshtre Hoistein 
Sex M I P 
Initial age, days 70 27 SO 
Initial "ereight, lbs, | 146 110 no 
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Prom the time they were tatec from their dams at about 
3 days of age, until the "beginning of the ezjjeriment, the 
calves had been fed whole milk. All had become accnstomed 
to consaming small qoantities of hay, while the boll, Ho, 411, 
was the only one familiar with grain. 
The experiment lasted for frszo r)eriods of 20 days each, 
and throughoat this time the animals were given what milk 
was thought to be suited to their needs, skim milk being used 
to replace part of the T7hole milk as they became older, A 
supply of alfalfa hay, of medium cjuality, was kept before the 
animals at all times, A self-feeder in the pen contained the 
following feeds in separate comp>irtmerits: 
For a few hoars each day fresh water was kept in front of 
the calves. 
At the beginning of the experiment and at the end of each 
20-day period the animals were weighed on each of three con­
secutive days. She average of the three consecutive weighings 
was taken as the live weight of the animals. 
A daily record was kept of the amourits of milk, hay and 
water consumed and records of the other feeds used were ob­
tained for each 30-day period. Moisture determinations were 
made on all feeds to allow of the computation of the total water 
Shelled com 
Cracked corn 
Whole oats 
Ground oats 
Hominy feed 
Linseed oil meal (0, ?,) 
•JTheat bran 
Com gluten feed 
Salt 
Charcoal 
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and dry mtter consamption. 
Biscasslon of Eesalts 
Milk conBOiaptioE records were obtained for each animal 
and in Table II are given by 50-day periods. In period I 
the ball was given more adlk than the heifers, but daring 
Period II each animal received 226 pounds of whole milk with 
an eqaal qaantity of skim milk. 
Table II. - Indivi ^aal i£Llk Consamption (Arbi trarily Allowed) 
Period Uo. I IT 
Calf 30, 411 41S 414 
< 
411 412 414 
TThole Milk, lbs. 
Skim Milk, lbs. 
Total mk, lbs. 
276 
34 
294 
42 
294 
42 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
260 SS6 526 452 452 452 
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The total consnn^jtion for the group, of whole and skim 
milk, the various concentrates, hay, salt, charcoal and 
•water are collected in fahle III, 
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gable - gotsl ge^d Consamptlon. 
i 
Period I II 
mk - lbs. lbs. 
T?hole 864 678 
SMm 168 678 
Concentrates -
Shelled com l.S 108.6 
Cracked com .0 .S 
Whole oats 58, 7 68.4 
Groand oats •4 .5 
Honiny feed .0 .3 
G-laten feed 15.3 1.9 
Wheat bran 13.S 17.3 
Oil ineal (O.PJ 62.7 75.6 
Alfalfa hay- SS.7 91.9 
Salt 1.1 .3 
Charcoal .7 1.3 
Water 584 689 
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Eie relative consamption of -whole and ground grains can 
be more clearly appreciated •?7hen they are considered separately. 
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Table 17. - Consomptlon of yyliole and Groacd Grains 
Period I II Total 
Whole Grain- Lbs, Lbs, Lbs, 
Corn 1.3 108.6 
^7.6 Oats 58,7 68.4 
Groand Grain-
Corn .0 .3 
Oats .4 .5 
Hominy .3 .0 1.5 
Sroa tMs evideiice one fact is very apparent - the 
calves showed a decided preference for the Tfhole rather 
than the groond grains. Daring Period I practically no com 
was consomed bat in Period II there were 108,6 pounds of 
whole com and only ,3 of a pound of cracked com taken, 
I'he whole oats was consjmed to the extent of 58,7 pounds in 
the first period and 68,4 pounds in the second period while 
never more than ,5 of a pound of ground oats was consumed in 
20 days. Hominy feed was also neglected in favor of the 
whole corn and oats. The total consumption of whole grain 
was 257 pounds while that of ground grain was 1,5 pounds. 
Oil meal was the laast favored of the nitrogenous concen­
trates, and the conBaii5)tion of it increased as the experiment 
progressed. Wheat bran was a poor second while gluten feed 
appeared to be the least desirable, as only 1,9 pounds of. 
it were consumed durin-r Period II as compared with a consump­
tion of 15,3 pounds in Period I, This decided decrease in 
consan5>tion of gluten feed may perhaps be linked up with the 
increase in consumption of shelled com, which in turn was 
probably due to another factor, the skim milk increase in 
the ration. 
As the experiment progressed the daily allowance of skim 
milk was increased at the expense of the whole milk. This 
j tended to narrow the nutritive ratio of the ration. The 
! calves counteracted this, however, by increasing their con-
—JLUtJ — 
samption of low protein concentrates from 60,4 pounds in 
period I to 178,1 poonds in Period II, or 195^, -while the 
increase in their consamption of high protein concentrates 
"irss relatively small, going from 91,3 pounds in Period I 
to 94,8 pottnds in Period II, or only 4^, 
The consamption of alfalfa hay, "vrater and charcoal in­
creased as the experiment progressed, while that of salt 
decreased. 
^ /• r? 
galile 7« - Average Daily geed Per Calf. 
period I II 
0*
 
to
 
f 
1 
Lts, 
^ole niilk 9.60 7.5S 
Skim ndlk 1.87 7.53 
Cor;centrates 1.59 S.02 
Hay .36 1.02 
Salt .012 .002 
Charcoal .008 •012 
"Hater 4.27 7.56 
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Prom this it is apparent that the consomption of grain, 
hay and water increased very rapidly with the growth of the 
calves, the average daily reqaireaents of water mounting 
dbrom 4,E7 pounds in Period I to 7.66 pounds in period II, 
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!!?^^•ble VI. - Consanrotion of Drj Matt er and Water, 
Constitaent D2 '7 Matter Water 
Period I II I II 
mit 
Concentrates 
Hay 
Condiments 
Water 
Total 
L1}S« 
127.8 
13S.6 
1.8 
Lbs. 
ISS.S 
230,4 
77.9 
1.6 
Lbs. 
904.2 
18.1 
6.0 
384. 
Lbs. 
1,202.7 
42.5 
14.0 
689. 
290.9 463,2 1,311.3 1,948.2 
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This again deaonsta:ated the rapid increase in dry 
matter consamption from 290.9 pounds in Period I to 465,2 
poands in Period II, while the total consamption of water, 
as drinM-ng water and in the feed, increased from 1211,3 
pounds to 1948,2 poands, or from 14,57 poands per day in 
Period I to 21,65 poands per day in Period II, 
Ta"ble VII. - Live Weight Gains 
Calf jJo. 411 412 414 Total Average 
Live Weight - Lbs* Lbs. Lbs, Lbs. Lbs. 
Initial 146 110 110 366 122 
Middle 209 158 164 530 177 
yinal 278 219 226 723 241 
live Weight Gains-
Period I 65 48 54 165 55 
Period II 69 61 62 192 64 
2otal 132 109 116 357 119 
iverage Daily Gains i-
Period I js.io 1.60 1.80 5.50 1.83 
Period II g.so 2.0S 2.07 6.40 2.13 
Average p.20 1.82 1.93 5.95 1.98 
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The live weight gains were very creditable, varying 
firom 1.60 pounds to E.30 pounds and averagirig 1,98 pounds 
per head per day, The calves did not become too fat out 
remained in good growthy condition - that most desirable 
for young dairy calves. The feed requirements per one 
hundred pounds of live weight gain are relatively low. 
— 
Ta"ble YIII. - Jeed Heqaired for 100 Lbs, Live Weight Gain, 
Period I II 
Lbs, Lbs. 
Whole milk 524 S5S 
Skim milk 10£ S5S 
Grain 9£ 142 
Haj 20 48 
Water, drinkiiig 252 369 
5otal dry matter 176 241 
Total water 795 1,015 
The calves showed distinct prefererices for some of 
the grain preparations, bat there is the question, how 
near did they eosoe to "b -lancing their rations in accordance 
with the concepts of modern feeding standards? 
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Table IZ. - ^ ctaal and iixpected Consaaption of Satrients by Calves. 
Period I II 
Satrientc Actaal Expected Actaal Zxpected 
Total dry matter, lbs. 
Digestible erode protein, lbs« 
Total digestible Katrients lbs, 
ITatritive ratio 
209.9 
66.4 
292.8 
1:3.4 
267.9 
4S.8 
2S0.1 
1:4.5 
463.2 
94.1 
425.1 
1:3.5 
412.8 
60.9 
527.9 
1:4.4 
She consumption of dry niatter and digestible natrients 
by the calves is seen to be v;eli above ezpect;itior>s ba": it 
has already been shown that the heavy feed consanrption led 
to large and econoniical gains. According to the JJddified 
Wolff-Lehmann Feeding Standard the feed for the calves 
should on the average have had a nutritive ratio of 1:4,3 
in the first period and 1:4,4 in the second. However, the 
calves seemed to prefer a ration \7ith a much narrower 
natritive ratio, For the first and second periods the 
nutritive ratios of the rations were 1:2,4 and 1:S,5 res­
pectively, In this choice of a narrower natritive ratio 
the calves may have been correct. The calves grew rapidly 
and gained in Treight but did not become too fat and this 
is the desirable method of growing out young d^iry animals. 
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oiniMABY 
This work is too limited in scope to allow of the raaking 
of definite reooanjendations "bat a fev7 points of interest 
stand oat clearly: 
1, Toang calves prefer v^hole corn and oats to the ground 
grains, 
2, Homiriy feed does not appear to be palatable to calves, 
3, Linseed oil meal (0, P.) appears to "be nore palatable 
than wheat bran, -sniile corn ^aten feea is not in favor with 
calves, 
4, Calves have the ability to vary their consamption of 
concentrates to comply with their needs, Jor example, when 
whole milk is replaced by skim milk the calvcs increase their 
relative consumption of low protein concentrate feeds such 
siS corn and oats, 
5, She calves ased in this work consnmed a ration of 
much narrower natritive ratio than is generally renommended, 
6, The calves maintaineo the natritive ratio of th^-ir 
ration fairly constant though it became slightly wider as 
the calves advanced in age, 
7, Ihe consan5>tion of hay increased materially as the 
calves became older, 
8, Salt and charcoal were evidently desired by the 
calves, 
9, 'Siater is important, even for calves fed milk. 
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.STOTISS Ilf THi GEO?»!DE AlJD IfUTEITIOU OF DAIBY C.^LVES 
7III. EAISIUG DAIEY HIilPSES BY ISAiCS 0? THE SEL?-iS23)2S. 
Stadies in the (Jrowth and. IlQtrition of Dairy Calves, 
YIII. Eaising Dairy Heifers by Means of the Self-?eeder, 
The self-feeder is now recognized as a valable adjact 
in the feeding of hogs and also to some extent in fatten­
ing "beef cattle. Its use with dairy cattle is still in the 
e^erimental stage, however, and the project reported here is 
sapplementary to the work oatlined in Paper YII of tMs series, 
t 
Eesanie of Previous Work 
Part of the work on the ase of self-feeders and problems 
intimately connected with their ase has already been reviewed 
in Paper YII of this series but a few additional references 
may be given here. 
Among the few references obtainable it is foand that 
both Cook t) and Kevens f4) reported good results where a 
grain mixtare was provided in a self-feeder for calves. On 
the other hand. Hunt (3) foand that cows in milk, when al­
lowed access to a self-feeder, consamed so much grain that 
milk production was very aneconomical, 
A report has already been given of the preference of 
young calves for whole grains and Hanly iZ) obtained similar 
results, while Woll & Yoorhies (5) found a slight adva ntage in 
feeding ground grain but the differeiice was not sufficient to 
pay for the grinding. 
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Experimental Work 
The work outlined here was andertaken with the view 
of ascertaining the possibility of raising dairy heifer 
calves from "birth to the age of first freshening with the 
aid of the self-feeder. The feeds ased were very similar 
to those ased in the earlier rork reported in Paper 711 of 
this series, with the exception that gluten feed and hominy 
meal, which had proved to be anpalatable, were exeladed, 
Tiiree purebred heifer calves were ased. All were in 
good growthy condition when pat on the self-feeder at an 
average age of 27 days. Information concerning them is 
given in Table I and where necessary it is calculated to 
October 5, 1919, the dav on which the trial started. 
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Table I 
AuimalB Used 
Calf Ho. 487 491 495 Average 
Breed Jersey Ayrshire Hoistein 
Birth weight Ihs, 64 60 80 68 
Age, days 43 20 19 27 
179 
T^om the time of removal from their dajns, until the "be­
ginning of the experiment, the calves had been receiving 
whole milk and were on pasture a few hoars daily. Ir; addition 
calf No, 487 had also had a little hay and grain "before the 
start of the trial. 
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Table II. 
Previoae Peed 
Calf IJo. 487 491 492 Total Average 
Sacking, 
Bays 1 6 5 12 4 
Whole milk lbs. 259 lOS 1 103 565 188 
Pasture, hoars 528 104 104 525 179 
All feed records were kept "by'30-day periods and at the 
end of each period the animals were -weighed on each of three 
successive days and the average of the three weighings was con­
sidered to "be the weight of the animals at the end of the period, 
The height at withers, depth of chest acd width at hooks was 
also determined for each animal. 
The original intention wrs to carry the anirsajs tc the age 
of first freshening hut as difficulties arjparently arose re­
garding the breeding of the heifers, the trial h.^d to be dis­
continued at the end of the twenty-second period. 
At the beginning of the experiaent the animals were all re­
ceiving whole milk, hand fed, and had before them at all times 
alfalfa hay and salt. The self-feeder kept in their pen con­
tained tlie following concentrates, 
iihelled Com 
Cracked Com 
Whole Oats 
Ground Oats 
Wheat Bran 
Linseed Oil Meal 0, P, 
The calves were tamed oat daily for exercise and water and 
daring the first 27 days they were on pasture for 8 hours daily. 
During the winter they were exercised and watered daily in 
the dry lot. When the pasture was ready in -pring the heifers 
were turned out. The three animals were on a pasture of 2,09 
acres and for shelter they had an open sher in which the self-
feeder was kept. 
The feeding of milk and alfalfa was discontinued during 
the eighth period ana froa the heginnir.g of the ninth period 
to the end of the trial the finimals vfere continuously on pas­
ture bat had access to the self-feeder at all times ap to the 
end of Period ZTIII, Periods U to H were in winter and 
daring that time alfalfa hay was a^'ain fed and silage was also 
allowed. In this winter period however, the heifers also ob­
tained some feed from the pasture. In the last two periods 
pasture alone was allowed, 
DiBcassion of ?.esalts 
The feed records were kept by 30-day periods but in order 
to study the earl,, actions of the calves the record for the 
first 30 days was kept in 10-day periods. In considering this 
first period it is found that the calves too^ readily to the 
whole com and whole oats and consumed considerably less of the 
ground feeds. They consumed a relatively liberal amount of 
wheat bran bat only about half as much oil meal as whole com or 
whole oats. Their consumption of grain was gre;-ter daring the 
first 10 days than was their consainption of alfalfa hay", but dur-
in^j the second 10-day period they decreased their grain consump­
tion, Evidently therefore, they took relatively too much grain 
during the first 10 days but immediately proceeded to correct 
it as their hay consumptioii exceeded their grain consumption for 
the 30-day period. 
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Table III 
?eed Consaaption During period I, 
Siit-Period i ii 
1 
1 
iil Total Average 
per 
Heifer 
Ihs, lbs. Ihs. Ihs. l"bs. 
Whole Mlk 263 209 212 884 296 
V.hole Com S.2 5.6 1.9 10.7 2.6 
Cracked Core 0.0 0.9 0.9 1.8 0.6 
Whole Oats 2.4 2.8 5.6 10.8 2.6 
Sroacd Oats 1.2 0.5 S.2 4.9 1.6 
Wheat Bran 4,0 1.9 1.4 7.2 2.4 
Oil Meal 5.2 0.0 1.4 4.6 1.5 
Alfalfa Hay 
00 
•
 15.8 27.S 47.9 16.0 
The milk feeding -was at no time heavy, the aninials being 
fed liraited amounts twice daily, as it was felt "best to allow 
the calves to choose their own feeds as mach as possible. !!?he 
fact that the calves did not lack for feed and develo-^ed well 
even on limited amounts of milk is shovm by the live weight 
gains. 
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2ai)le lY, 
Individaal Milk Consumption. 
Calf ITc 487 491 49 3 Total Average 
Period 
So. 
Whole 
Hilk 
lbs. 
Skim 
Milk 
lbs. 
Whole 
Milk 
lbs. 
Skim 
Milk 
lbs. 
Whole 
Milk 
lbs. 
Skim 
Milk 
lbs. 
Whol< 
Hilk 
lbs. 
Skim 
ililk 
lbs. 
\Vhol( 
laik 
lbs. 
p Skin 
laik 
lbs. : 
I 294 262 228 884 295 
' 
II 502 S02 392 996 332 
III 315 212 138 256 161 783 299 261 100 
IV SI 5 180 180 210 210 705 390 255 130 
Y S15 180 180 210 210 705 390 255 ISO 
YI 296 15 162 192 189 225 647 432 216 144 
YII 120 199 260 SS6 120 795 40 265 
YIII 90 90 180 60 i 
Total 1957 304 1298 960 L585 1232 4840 2486 .615 829 
In considering the total amounts of feed consumed it is 
found that cracked cora came first among the concentrates and ts-as 
followed closely by whole com, while whole oats tos consider.-ibly 
behind, amounting to only about one-third of the whole corn. The 
amount of oil meal consumed was only about half that of whole oats 
while wheat bran was considerably lower and the ground oats con­
sumed was but a very small amount, Eoughly, there was one and 
a half times as nach whole com consumed as of all other concen­
trates combined, with the exception of cracked corn which was 
consumed in even l;;rger amounts than the whole com, 
The total consumption of the various grains is periiaps not 
of as great intere t as the changes which take place in the re­
lative amounts of them consumed at various stages in the trial. 
During the first six --eriods when the amourits of whole milk fed 
exceeded the skim milk thero was a steady increase in the amount 
of whole com consumed while the cracked coin was consumed in in­
significant amounts. The same holds true for both whole and ground 
;oats, in fact the calves appear to have tried them at first and 
then decreased their consumption of them. The wheat bran also 
formed an insignificant part of the grain ration during this 
time, though the amount of oil meal used increased considerably 
;with the exception of a very severe drop in the fifth r?eriod. 
In the seventh period the skim milk fed exceeded the whole 
:milk and in the eighth period skim milk alone was used for a time, 
I The consumption of whole com reached its peak in the seventh 
iperiod, probably owing to its use -for the replacements of the 
187 
batterfat removed from the ration, bat in the eijjhth period it 
dropped. This drop in whole com consamption was accoropanied 
"by an enormoas increase in the amount of whole oats used. The 
bran consamption increased greatly daring the seventh and 
eighth periods asd that of oil meal also went ap, while the a-
moants of cracked corn and groand oats consumed remained low. 
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Table 7. 
Total Peed Co33sainption by Thialy-Dsy Periods, 
Whole Sltiin uhole Cracked Whole Sroand 7/iieat Dil Alfalfa ^orc Salt 
Period Uil'k. Milk COT33 Corn Q-jts Osts Bran iJesl Hay Silage 
Ho, lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Lbs, lbs. lbs, lbs. 
I 884 11 2 11 5 7 5 48 1 ,51 
II 996 24 6 44 15 1 2 155 ,25 
III 7dZ 299 208 2 0 25 0 27 122 .24 
IV 705 390 508 0 6 15 0 99 155 ,09 
V 705 590 466 0 9 11 2 7 129 ,06 
VI 647 425 577 5 1 6 2 96 144 .19 
711 120 795 651 8 1 7 45 111 149 ,05 
VIII 180 558 6 180 7 52 118 157 ,60 
IX 490 327 16 0 4 0 1,44 
X 511 458 26 19 77 46 1,05 
ZI 545 612 0 0 5:: 17 1,04 
III 508 529 25 9 79 51 1,05 
XIII 448 685 51 24 i 15 80 1,04 
XIV 252 752 188 0 75 59 1,05 
X7 51 855 172 'XC: 0 91 ! 2'i2 674 .84 
XVI 44 927 480 25 14 51 165 106 .70 
XVII 1 915 599 0 0 21 199 192 ,65 
XVIII 412 584 255 0 16 15 254 219 .72 
XIX 557 892 .85 
XX 142 1425 1,20 
XXI 1.16 
XXII 1,01 
Total 4840 2487 5825 6411 1842 197 418 874 2574 5508 15.58 
2iie heifers were tamed to i^astare at the "begiiming of the 
ninth period and ftom there to the end of the foarteenth period 
they were ander sQimer conditions and receiving no ndlk, Throagh-
oat this time the consomption of whole corn decreased and that of 
cracked com increased. The consumption of oats in any form 
was low until the last thirty-day period of this section when 
the amoant of whole oats consamed was large. The consumption of 
bran was soaewhat irregiiferthough with a tendency to increase 
when compared with the previous production. The oil aeal can-
sumption dropped to zero daring the first thirty days on pas­
ture and during sumrner was never high. 
During the fifteenth to eighteenth periods corn silage and 
alfalfa hay were given at free will and durin,^: this time the 
whole corn con sumption decreased and that of cracked com in­
creased until the last thirty days when there was a radical 
change in the opposite direction. The consumption of whole oats 
increased with the exception of the last period. Ground oats 
and bran were consumed in but small amounts and the consumption 
of oil meal though increased in the first thirty days doclincd 
towards the end, 
Srom the time the calves were pat on the trial until they 
went to pasture, 210 days later, they had free access to alfal­
fa hay and the consumption of this increased fairly readily, 
Puring the following summer they had no roughage bat pasture 
but at the approach of winter they were given com silage and 
alfalfa hay. These roughages were fed for six months and daring 
the fi:st four grain was also being given. Daring the first 
period of feedin,; the silage vas consnmed in fnir amounts bat 
for the nest three, little of it vvas consumed as it ireqaently 
froze "before the heifers would consarue it. The c3nsun5)tion 
of hay rasained fairly const ant. For the two periods after 
the grain was removed the silage consumption increased greatly 
and there was an increase in hay consamption for one month bat 
in the last month it -was inhabited probably by the greater 
silage consamption and the freshening of the pasture. In the 
last tro raonths of the trial the aniraa: s received pasture only, 
The salt consamption increased irregularly from the start 
of the trial antil the calves were weaned una pat to pasture. 
At this stage ti:ero was a greet increase in salt consumption 
and this was fairly well maintained until the introduction of 
alfalfa and silage at the be ^-inning of winter when the salt 
consamption again fell and remained lo;v until after the grain 
had been removes ;?nd the heifers were beginning to get fresh 
pasture again. At this time it again rose and remained so un­
til the trial ended. 
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Table VI 
Consumption of whole and Grourid Grains 
iiffioant of Whole 
Period ^ole Graiii Groand Grain irain per Poand 
170, Com Oats I'otal Com Oats Total 3f Ground Grain 
Its. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
I 11 11 22 2 5 7 3.1 
II 24 44 68 6 15 21 S.2 
III 208 0 208 2 25 27 9.6 
17 SOS 6 514 0 IS 13 24.2 
Y 466 9 475 0 11 11 43,2 
VI 577 1 578 5 6 11 52.5 
VII 651 1 652 8 7 15 43.5 
VIII 538 180 718 6 7 13 55.2 
IX 490 16 506 327 0 327 1.5 
z 511 26 537 438 19 457 1,2 
XI 243 0 343 612 0 612 .6 
ZII 508 25 5S1 329 9 338 1.2 
ZIII 448 51 499 685 24 709 .7 
217 252 188 440 732 0 732 • 6 
XI 31 172 203 835 33 868 .2 
XYl 44 480 524 927 23 950 .6 
XTLl 1 399 400 913 0 913 .4 
mil 412 
1 
235 647 584 0 584 1.1 
In comparing the amoants of whole comscd oats consumed with 
the amoant of the ground grains utilised, it is found that from 
the "beginning of the trial until the end of the eighth period, 
when the calves were weaned and pat to pasture, that the amoant 
of whole grain increased from 3,1 pounds per pound of ground grain 
consumed in the first period to 65,2 pounds per pound of ground 
of ground grain in the eighth period. During this time there­
fore the preference of the calves was for whole grains. Jrom 
' then on however, whether the calves were on pasture or on alfalfa 
and com silage, there was no such marked preference for the 
I whole grains. Sometimes they consumed more whole than ground 
i grains and at other times considerably less. 
Taking the two main groupings it is found that while the 
calves were receiving milk, grain and hay, they consumed 25,7 
pounds of whole com and oats for each pound of the ground grains, 
while the ratio was only ,7 pound of the whole grains per pound 
of ground grains when the heifers were getting grain and were on 
pasture or heing fed silage and alfalfa. At no time however, were 
ground oats consumed in appreciable amounts and it was only to­
ward the end that whole oats were eaten in considerable quantities. 
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Sable VII 
Average Live IFeigiits and Body Jfeasarements 
Live Height Depth Width 
Time weights 
lbs. in. in. in. 
Birth 68 
Start of Trial 80 28.1 11.3 6.2 
End of Period I lis 29.6 12.5 7.4 
II 155 31.6 14.0 8,2 
III 220 34,3 15.6 9.3 
17 278 35.9 16.4 10.5 
V 321 37.8 17.6 11.3 
YI 398 29.4 18.7 12.1 
711 469 41.0 19.9 13.3 
71II 515 42.1 20.7 13.7 
IZ 568 42.9 21.5 14.4 
1 622 43.7 22.2 15.2 
ZI 677 44.5 22.6 15.6 
XII 13Z 45.2 23.0 16.0 
nil 787 46.0 22.8 16.4 
ZI7 842 46.8 24.2 17.2 
27 854 47.6 24.6 17.6 
Z7I 905 48.0 25.4 17.9 
27II 954 48.4 25.7 18.3 
X7III 934 48.8 25.7 18.7 
XIX 972 49.1 25.7 19.1 
XX 990 49.5 26.1 19.1 
XXI 991 49.5 26.1 19.1 
XXII 972 49.5 26.5 19.1 
fhe average live weights of the heifers from the time of 
hirth to the finish of the trial are given and the body measure-
aents fi*oai the "beginning of the trial. The calves used in this 
work were practically one month of age when the vrork was started 
and in order to ;et an idea of their relative rates of growth, 
they are com'ared vith calves fed ur.der normal conditions. This 
comparison is made on the -percentage increr-ie in live weight 
from birth and body measarements from one month of age. This 
aeth:>d was used in Paper III of this series and the averages for 
the normally fed animals ased in the work reported in that paper 
are ased as a basis of comparison for tlie animals discussed here. 
fable "ZEII 
percentage Increase In Live Weight and Body Measarements, 
Eeifers fed Hornially Heifers on 5eif-5«eeder 
Age 
Months 
Live 
Weight 
55 
Heightl 
$ ' 
Depth Width Live 
Weight 
Height Depth Width 
6 S09 54 57 67 572 55 56 1 82 
12 7a 54 92 118 896 58 100 155 
195 18 988 64 112 146 1505 72 127 
25 1171 68 121 164 1622 76 135 : 208 
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The calves ased in the self-feeder trial were slightly "be­
low Eoriaal in live T?eight and body aeasarements at the start 
"bat they gained rapidly and at the end of the tT-enty-second 
period of the trial, when the self-fed heifers were twenty-
three months of age they showed greater developoient in weight 
and all body rneasnreinents except T^idth that the normally fed 
heifers did at the a^e of freshening, namely, twenty-nine 
nionths. Their growth in weight and "body measarements at the 
first of the trial greatly exceeded that for the normally fed 
heifers. 
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Belative Increase in Gro-wtli of Self-fed Heifers as Coioparc-d with 
Sormsllj Grovm Heifers 
Age 
Months 
Live 
Weight 
55 
Height 
i 
Depth Width 
6 101 103 98 122 
12 125 107 109 131 
18 131 lis 113 134 
23 ISO 112 111 127 
Por farther comparison the relative increases in live 
weight and hody measarements of the self-fed heifers are 
compared with the same increases for the normally fed ani-
aals by six months periods. In other ifrords, the average per-
centage increase in live weight of the self-fed heifers dar­
ing their first six months is ejipress^ as a percentage of 
the average percentage live weight increase daring t"heir first 
period of six months for the normally fed animals. 
On examining the d^ita by this method it is found that on 
the whole the self-fed heifers increased relatively more 
rapidly in live weight than they did in body measurements. 
This indicates in the best possible way the tendency for the 
self-fed heifers to lay on fat and In higher condition 
than the normally fed animals. 
When the body measareae^^ts alone are considered it is 
foand that the greatest relative increase is in the width at 
the hooks and of the three measarements taken, this is the 
one most easily affected by condition. The height at withers 
and the depth of chest do r.ot seem to be affected to sach a 
great degree, ill the body measarements were above normal, 
dae to some extent to extra fleshing at the hooks, over the 
withers, and on the floor of the chest, bat also andoabtedly 
to some extent dae to increased skeletal growth. 
It should be noted that ftom eighteen to twenty-three 
months of age there was a fallin^; off in the relative in­
creases in the live weights and body measurements of the self-
199-
fed heifers, fhis was dae to the fact that daring the 
latter part of this period the heifers were on pastare 
only and lost in live weight and the outward evidences 
of condition. 
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Table Z 
Average ?eed Cost of Growing Heifers 
Peed Cost by 
6-Month Periods 
Cairuilstive 
?eed Cost 
Peed Cost per 
Poand of Gain 
Caniulative Peed 
Cost per Poand 
Age Uormal Self- i ror- Self-
by 6-Month 
Periods 
of Gain 
Months Ped mal fed Kormal Self-
5^d 
formal Self-5^d 
0 - 6  
§ 
25.57 
? 
55.81 
§ 
35.57 
S 
35.81 14.4 
i 
14.1 
i 
14.4 
i 
14.1 
6 -12 20.18 a. 78 55.75 57.59 8.3 6.1 11.4 9.5 
12 -18 17,76 20,92 73.51 78.51 10.3 7.6 11.1 8.9 
18 -24 16.27 }89.78 9.4 10.7 
18 -25 — — 8.72 ! 
1 
— 87.23 48.4 9.6 
The feed cost of grou*ing the self-feeders has been deter-
i mined TTith the ssme feed cot:ts as were ased in paper U of this 
series in determining the cost of growing heifers for norraslly, 
The costs of growing the normal heifers to 24 months of age are 
; given as they were originally calculated on that basis while 
: the feed cost for the self-fed heifers is given to 23 months -
i the age of the heifers Trhen the trial finished. 
The feed costs of growing the noriaal and self-fed heifers 
I do not vary as widely as mijht be expected, ap to 18 months of 
1 
i age, bat firom there to the age of 23 or 24 months there is a 
I 
I difference which needs esplarjation. In the first- six months of 
t V 
I life the calves, as woald be expected, show practically the 
i 
I same individual feed costs, bat in the two succeeding six months 
i 
; periods, the self-fed heifers ate relatively more grain per 
: head and so at eighteen months of age the total feed cost of 
i 
i growin ; the normal heifers was |7S.51 and that for the self-fed 
( 
: heifers was f78.51 or ^5 per head more. Up to this time the 
I cost per pound of grain for the self-fed group was below normal, 
: that for the normally fed heifers being 11.1 cents per pound and 
I that for the self-fed animals 8.3 cents per pound. In Paper 
i 
rv of this series the heifers were divided into winter and 
summer groups, according to the time at which they were dropped, 
As the self-fed heifers were in the winte: group it is well to 
state that the normal cost per poond of live weight gain ap to 
18 months of age was 11.4 cents for the winter group. 
Jrom 18 to 24 months of age the feed cost for normally 
fed heifers tjas |16,26 -while the feed cost for the self-fed 
heifers was f8.72. This narked difference in favor of the 
self-fed animals is dae in great part to the fact that in 
I 
i the later p-^rt of this stage the self-fed animals -were on 
pastare alone, vrhile the other animals had "been receiving 
grain, The normally fed winter heifers daring the period 
of from 18 to 24 months of age had an average feed cost of 
?15.16» 
Jtom the age of 18 to 2S months the self-fed heifers 
showed little live weight gain, in fact at 22 months of 
age they Treighed less than they did at 19 months of age, 
This is due to the fact that when grain was taken away 
from them completely and they were left to subsist on yoang 
grass alone, a considerable amoant of shrink occarred and 
this had not been comnletely overcome at the end of the trial, 
Conseque tly, the feed cost per poand of gain daring the last 
five months is exceptionally high. On the average the feed 
cost per poand of live weight gain from birth was 9,6 cents 
in the ca: e of the self-fed heifers at 23 months of age and 
10,7 per poand in the case of the normally grown heifers at 
24 months of age, 
There is apparently some difference in the feed cost per 
hundred pounds of live weight gain between heifers fed in the 
ordinary method and those self-fed, fhis is tr'ie when they 
reach the age of ahoat two years and the self-feeder would 
ap-pear to have other advantages as the animals raised "by 
this method need less attention vrhen th-.y have passed vresn-
iTig age and grow heavier and larger. 
In connection -srith the vrork T7ith the heifers raised 
TTith the self-feeder a record was kept of the breeding of 
the animals.and as was noted earlier the trial was dis-
continaed owing to apparent difficulty in getting them "bred. 
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!Ba"ble 21 
Breeding of Heifers 
Heifer 
lo. 
Date 
of 
Breeding 
Date of 
Saeeessfal 
Breeding 
5tesli 
Calf Age 
at 
iteshening Sex Weight 
487 12/10/20 
1/2/21 1/2/21 9/28/21 5" 
IDS, 
41 
Honths 
25 
491 l/Z/21 
i/zzjzi 
S/3/21 Z/S/21 12/9/21 M 75 27 
49S 2/25/21 
4:/b/21 
7/6/21 
8/llZl 8/7/21 
• 
• 
52 
Aver­
age 
3 28 
Eie heifers, Uos. 487 and 491, were settled daring the 
trial bat owintc to their condition it was a difficalt matter 
to tell, in the early stages, whether or not they were pre­
gnant, Later on, on examination, per reetam, they proved 
to be in calf, Shey freshened at ages which are noroal for 
the breeds to which they belong, The heifer Ho, 487 was a 
Jersey, freshening at 25 months of age, and I?o, 491, an 
Ayrshire, freshening at 27 months, Ihroaghoat the trial the 
Jersey heifer was in relatively lower condition than the 
Ayrshire, The Eolstein heifer. Ho, 493, was in the highest 
condition throajhoat the trial. As yet she has not freshened 
bat on examination, r>er rectaa, has shown that she is going 
to freshen to the breedin.^ of Aagast 7, 1921, Shis raeans 
that she will freshen at 52 months of age - a rather advanced 
age for a heifer of her developHsent, 
ll?he animals were of different breeds and this indaces 
a factor beyond control, but there should not be much differ­
ence in the freshening ages of Ayrshires and Holsteins and it 
can readily be seen that there was niaeh more difficulty in 
getting the Holstein settled and this is very probably dae to 
the exceediig.y high condition she was in. She was only bred 
saccessfally after she had been on pastare alone fbr some time 
and lost in condition. 
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Samary 
Jtrom this trial with a self-feeder in the raising of 
dairy heifeta it is probably that the following suggestions 
may be oade: 
1, There is little difference in the feed cost of rais­
ing heifers to two years of age by the self-feeder method or 
by hand feeding where a liberal grain allowance is given, 
2, The feed cost per poond of gain is lower with the 
self-fed heifers, 
3, The heifers raised with a self-feeder rill show the 
greater increases in live weights, height at withers, depth 
of chest and width, 
4, The greatest relative increase will be in the live 
weight and though the skeletal measarements mentioned do show 
a trae increase, this is farther aagmerted by extra fLesMng, 
5, With self-fed heifers the extra conditionirjg laay 
» 
tend to delay breeding, or perhaps impair their breeding 
powers, 
6, (Jroand oats and wheat bran are not palatable to heifers, 
7, When the heifers are on a milk ration, whole com is 
the grain consanied in great;.st quantities; cracked corn and 
whole oats being used but little, 
8, After weaning, and when under sanmer conditions, the 
consumption of cracked com increased while that of whole com 
decreased, 
9, When the heifers were under winter conditions, after 
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they were a year old, cracked com and whole osts rrere appar­
ently the most palatable grains, 
10, iinseed oil meal y:as evidently a palatable sapple-
ment thoagh the quantities of it consamed varied from time to 
, -time. 
11, Salt was consamed regal^rly. The largest amounts were 
used when pastare was available. 
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SfUDIES IS THE GBOWTH Aim FJTF.ITIOII OP DAIRY C vLVES 
IZ. THE ADDITI03 05* T0:L»T0SS TO A MILS F.ATIOH 
Stadies in the Growth and ilatrition of Dairy Calves 
IX, The Addition of Toaatoes to a Milk Eation 
In an effort to determine Bome of the fandamental princiT 
pies anderlying nutrition in general, and c?-lf feeding in 
; particular, a naaber of investigations have been under way for . 
five years. In papers Y and 71 of this series, attention was 
given to the balk supplied to young calves, though subsidiary 
! problems also occurred. Shis -naper simply includes further 
: work on the influence of bulk on the value of the ration for 
: a young growing c^lf, though at times other branches of the 
! work have to be brought in, 
t t 
Eesarae of Previous work 
All of the work dealing directly with the provision of 
I bulk in the ration of the cslf has been revievred in the two 
i previous reports, but attention may be drawn here to recent 
' work which is applicable xo some extent to this problem. 
In papers Y and YI of•this series it was found that milk 
alone was not a good ration for calves but a ra ion of milk and 
grain was even poorer as the grains added so ranch more magnes-
' ium to the ration that the c«lciam ased in the removal of the 
; magnesium had actually to be withdrawn from the body stores, 
I 
i The introduction of alfalfa hay to the ration caused rmsid im-
1 • . .  
1 
I proveraent in the lime-:T.agnesia ratio and so lead to a positive 
I . • t ) 
t 
I , ' • • 
I • 
I 
1 , 
calciam "balance. The bulk of the alfalfa hay was also of 
great "7all.ae in "bringing the digestion of the calves to normal 
as "balky feeds are necessary for the distension of the raiaen 
and other parts of the digestive tract. 
Since the compilation of the work by Eddy fl) on the dis­
tribution of the vitamines, it is e- sier to determine what 
influence the vitasQines ay have on the work reported in papers 
Y and "71, 
Table I 
Distribation of Titamines, from liddy fl) 
Source ?at-Solable 
A 
Water-Solable 
B 
v;ater-Solable 
C 
mk x x X X X X  X  X  
Alfalfa X X X  X X X  ? 
Com, White x X X X  9 
Com, yellow 0 X X X  ? 
Oats X  X X X  0 
Bran 0 X  0 
Oil Meal x X  X X X  
Tonatoes, canried X  X  
X X X  i n d i c a t e s  a b u r i d a n c e ,  x  x  r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  a m o u n t s ,  x  p r e s e n t  
in small amounts, 0 absent. 
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Prom this it is a-oparent that the milk was sapplyirg as 
3uch Fat-Soluhle i and Water-Solahle 3 and considerably more 
, ttater-Sola"ble C than any of the grains ased or than the alfalfa, 
i Consequently the recovery of the calves when fed alfalfa hay 
\ can not "be looked on as dae to any additional amoonts of T7ater-
I Solaljle C provided. This sea-s that only the calciam content 
I of the alfalfa hay "r its balky nature could have been of valae 
\ in iii5)roving the ration oi" the calves, 
I On feeding grain and oat straw to goats for three months, 
I 
I Steenbock, and Hart fs) foand that the calciam balance remained 
I 
1 negative, 5hen there -were indications of aT>proaching collapse 
on the part of the animals, sach as lack of aripetite and loss 
of interest in their sarroandings, 5^esh grass was then fed 
to the animals and they recovered, 
1 
Later Hart, Steenbock and Hoppert (2) continaed this -sfork, 
Qsing dry and milking goats. When fresh green oats were fed the 
calcium biilance 7.as positive bat on feeding oat straw, the cal­
cium balance was negative. When the fresh green oats were dried 
in a well lighted and well ventilated attic bat oat of direct 
sunlight, they still retained some of the properties which aided 
in calciam assimilation. It was also foand that alfalfa hay 
kept up the calcium balance. Orange Juice and cabbage had not 
this power so it can not be the antiscorbotic vitamine that 
aided oalciam assimilation, bat rather an antirichitic vitamine 
is also foand in cod-liver oil. 
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Srperimerxtal Y/ork 
In the trial reported here two calves were ased and al­
though they were "born sone time apart, the records have been 
kept for each by thirty-day periods. Information concerning 
these animals is given in iTable II, Calf ^ o, 544 was twinned 
: with a ball and was therefore presamed to be a free-martin, 
! 
bat a discussion of its sezaal makeap will be taken ap later, 
i Calf JSo, 559 died at 180 days of age, being on a ration of 
milk alone, while So, 644 was killed after the completion of 
: the fifteenth pcric;i. Daring the trial it had been fed Kilk, 
1 milk and canned tomatoes, and milk and alfalfa hay. 
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!I!able II 
Aniaals Used 
Calf Ho. 5S9 544 
Breed Grade Jersey Hoistein 
Sez Male Jtee-martin 
Date of Birth ll/S/20 12/26/20 
Birth Weight, Its, 56 66 
The feed consaaption for each calf is presented by thirty-
day periods. Calf 3o, 5S9 was fed ailk alone and died at 180 
days of age, Cslf Ho, 544 was fed milk alone until the end of 
period 711 when his appetite had decreased. An allowance of 
1 poand, 3 oances of canned toaatoes v.-as then ^jiven for five 
Tjeriods hut as this did not prodace the desired improvemeat, 
alfalfa hay was fed at free-will until the triiil was closed. 
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Table III 
?eed Consanrption by Thirty-day periods 
Calf Eo*. 544 5S9 
Period 
ITo« 
iSliole 
laik 
lbs. 
Canned 
Tomatoes 
lbs. 
Alfalfa 
Eay 
lbs. 
Yfliole 
Milk 
lbs. 
I 
II 
III 
lY 
7 
71 
711 
7III 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XI7 
X7 
260 
420 
467 
624 
765 
1181 
1125 
1126 
1125 
1S05 
ISIO 
1350 
1500 
1500 
1500 
56 
56 
26 
36 
36 
£21 
3E3 
409 
495 
645 
675 
280 
206 
285 
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IChe live weigi:ts of the experimental calves were obtained 
at birth and at the end of each thirty-day period, by weigh­
ing on three eorisecative days. The body nessareaents, height 
at withers, depth of chest, and width at hoo^ were obtained 
at the end of each -Deriod. 
Table IV 
Live Weight and Body Veasurementa 
Age Average for 40 Heifers Calf No, 544 calf Ho, 539 
S 
Daye 
Weight Height Depth Width Weight Height Depth 1 fidth Vi eight Height Depth V id 
Ihe. in. in. in. lbs. in. in. in. IbB. in. in. ii 
Birth 67 66 55 
13.7 8,( 30 90 28,7 11.4 6.7 99 32.7 14.8 7,8 72 31.6 
60 120 30.7 12.8 7.5 160 33.3 15,1 8.6 91 32,6 14 .1 8.( 
90 163 32.9 14.2 8.5 183 33.9 15.6 9.2 123 33,3 14.2 8,( 
120 211 34.8 16.4 9.4 251 34.5 16.0 9.4 165 35.1 15.3 8,* 
150 262 36.4 16.7 10.2 301 36.9 17,2 10.3 237 36,2 16.1 9,1 
180 314 38.4 17.9 11.2 390 39.0 18.2 11.5 250 37 .0 16.5 9,' 
210 366 39.4 18.7 11.8 437 40.3 19 .1 12.3 
240 413 41.0 19.5 12.6 479 41.5 20.3 12.9 
270 452 42.0 20.3 13.2 481 43,0 21.3 13.3 
300 486 42.7 20.9 13.6 537 46.9 21.6 13.9 
330 521 43.5 21.5 14.2 654 47 .6 21.7 14.0 
360 557 44.3 21.9 14.6 630 48.2 22.1 14.8 
390 592 44.9 22.4 15.1 721 49.4 22 .7 li>.4 
420 628 45,6 22.8 16.4 750 60.0 24.3 16.0 
4&0 C59 46.9 23.2 15.7 796 60.8 26.7 16.0 
i)»«BW=.«.,v.wvniT.-w«»aOT«MmwwM»owiarc»«oratwa!s»asm!W!i»iiaB«aai9e»flWa«W9SH^^ 
Besalts Secare^ 
If the Increase in live weight and body measaremeEt he 
taken each third, month and expressed as pt.rcentaj^es of the 
first measarements taken, they can he con^iared V7ith the aver­
ages for a group of 40 heifers raised riorraally and reported in 
paper III of this series. In making this comparison in IJable 
7 it will be foand that calf So. 639 shows a tendency throagh-
OQt to be belofiT normal in both live weight and body aeasare-
ments. On the other hand, calf Ko, 644 always shOT/s a higher 
rate of increase in live Treight than is found in the normal 
grouT). However, this calf shofrs sIotv development in the body 
measurements antil the alfalfa period is reached. 
Tttlalo V 
Percentagtt Inoreaso in Live Weight and Body UeaeurernenIb 
Age 
Uonthe Average for 40 Heifera Calf Ho. 544 Calf No. 539 
Weight Height Depth Width Weight Height Depth Width Weight Height Depth V 
Z 
6 
9 
12 
15 
143 
369 
575 
731 
684 
15 
34 
46 
54 
60 
25 
57 
78 
92 
104 
27 
67 
97 
118 
134 
181 
500 
640 
869 
1123 
4 
19 
31 
47 
55 
4 
12 
44 
50 
74 
18 
4% 
71 
90 
105 
124 
354 
6 
14 
4 
21 £ 
It is well to stady the requirements of the calves and 
the sapply of nutrients supplied to them as this gives an idea 
of how far their rations meet their needs for nutrients, and 
other factors concerning the rations can "be considered later. 
The nutrients required by and supplied to the calves have 
been calculated from the -Erork of Henry & Morrison f4), iPo 
simplify matter however, the excess or deficit of nutrier^ts 
supplied durint; each thirty-day period has been calculated for 
each calf. 
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Table IZ 
Percentage of Satrients in Addition to Eeqairements Provided 
y~ 
HC&lf J?o * 544 539 
Total DigestiU.^ ? Uatrients Total Digestible ifatricnts 
Dry 
Matter 
Crade 
Protein Total 
Dry 
Hatter 
Grade 
protein Total 
Period % 55 
I -56 60 64 11 20 25 
II -62 36 44 26 38 7 
III -68 13 17 23 31 38 
IV -68 10 16 10 17 24 
V -69 4 11 -39 4 10 
YI -78 40 38 -48 -10 -5 
YII -68 36 10 
nil -85 22 2 
IZ -85 28 -2 
z -84 47 3 
II -85 36 -2 
III -86 29 -4 
ZIII -22 130 54 
IIY -42 90 33 
17 -25 108 40 
-
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Tiie calf 2io, 639 always had an oversapply of natrients un­
til the end of the fourth period. Then the supply of total dry 
natter dropped below nornfl. and the supplies of digestible 
nutrients came down to near the actual requirements. In the nert 
period the deficit of dry matter was even greater and the supply 
of digestible crude protein and digestible carbohydrate equivalent 
was below that required by the calf. The animal was given all 
the milk it could handle and yet could not obtain sufficient 
, nutrients from it and the calf died at 180 days of age. 
In the case of the larger calf So. 544, there ^as a deficit 
in the dry matter supply from the first period, This deficit 
varied irregularly but at the end of period YII, it was greater 
than at the beginning of the trial. At the start of the trial 
the calf consumed enough milk to provide a large excess of nutri­
ents, but this excess decreased irregularly and reached a low point 
for total nutrients during period VII, 
At the beginning of period VIII earned tomatoes were intro­
duced into the ratios and were fed with the milk for five periods, 
but during this ti :e the deficit in dry matter consumed became 
greater. The amount of digestible protein consaraed also decreased 
and where there had previously been an excess of total digestible 
nutrients a deficit became apparent. 
At the begin ing of period XIII the feeding of canned tomatoes 
was stopped and alfalfa hay was introduced into the ration. The 
deficit in dry matter was immediately largely reduced though it had 
not entirely disappeared when the calf was slaughtered after 90 
days on this rstion. The sapply of total digestible natrients 
was also imiaediately converted ftom a deficit into s sarplas and 
the supply of protein wasSLso grently augmented. 
BehaTior of the Calves 
The calf Ho. 544 did not show any peculiarities in adion until 
the fifth period when it started to chew the wooden walls of the 
pen and in period 71 it showed signs of irritability or nervoasness, 
These peculiarities continued to some extent until alfalfa was 
introduced into the ration. In period VII, just before the feed­
ing of toaato juice was started, the calf was stiff in the joints 
and had a stilted gait. About this time the 35 ck of middle in the 
calf also becante apparent. The eyes also did not appear normal; 
they were watery and dull, When she tomato ^ce was introd-uced 
the calf picked up, walked better and its eyes appeared to be well, 
but within two months it was back in the old condition and the leg 
joints became puffy. This lasted until the introduction of alfalfa 
hay to the ration when the calf started to regain a normal appear­
ance and looked in good sha-^e when the trial ended. 
In the case of calf Ho. 539 somewhat similar conditions pre­
vailed, It started chewing wood in the second period and by the 
third period was extremely nervous even when touched. It continued 
in this condition until its death at the end of Period VI, 
Post -Mortem Szamination of Calf go, 544. 
The calf Ho, 544 was killed at the end of -Oie fifteenth period 
and an autopsy was conducted by Dr, £, A, Benbrook of the Apartment 
of Veterinary Pathology and Bacteriology, while Dr, H, S, Kurphy of 
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the Department of Veterinary Anatomy examined the sexual organs of 
the calf, 
Ihe animal "was in fair condition and the a&domen was fairly 
well roanded yet flaccid, The condition of the skin was fair, 
though that in the region oi the cheeks and jaws was dry, harsh, 
scaly and par tly denuded of Isair, 
The Stomach 
The ramen, reticalam and omasum appeared to "be normal in size, 
whereas, the abomasam was volaminoas for an animal of this size. 
The contents of the stomach compart merits were ahoat normal, bat in 
the ramen there ere f.vo hair balls, one aboat 4 inches in diameter 
with a broTm smooth coat and The other about inches in diameter 
and uncoated. The reticulum contained no foreign bodies except a 
small amount of sand and cinders. The mucosa of the abomasum was 
slightly catarrhal. 
The Intestine 
In both the large and small intestine the mucosa was somewhat 
catarrhal. 
The Glands 
The liver was enlarged b; about one-third, was pale yellowish-
red in color, mottled and friable. The gall bladder contained a 
number of concretions and the macosa was slightly catarrhal* The 
pancreas was slightly enlarged. The spleen was slight y enlarged. 
The mesenteric chain of lamph riodes were all somewhat enlarged and 
the cortex in most cases was slightly reddened. In some petechial 
haemorrhages were noted. The remainder of the lymphatic sys"tei was 
apparently normal so far as could* "be noted in the examination. 
The kidneys were sligiAy enlarged and pale. One kidney contained 
a retention cyst the size of a pea. 
The thyroid glands were flattened and irregularly lobulated. 
The gland tissue was pale red in color and apparently interspersed 
with strands of connective tissue. The cat surface was shiny and 
rather sticky. The parathyroids Trere flattened and about the size 
of a pea. The thymus jland ras large in its extra-thoracic position, 
extending ap to the larynx, and most of the gland lobules showed 
petechial haemorrhages. The intra-thoracic portion of the gland 
WES small. 
The Skeletal Tissues 
The skeleten showed no noticeable changes. Cross sections of 
the ribs above and near the sternum and of the left tibia appeared 
to be normal. 
The Senital OrgSBS 
This animal as mentioned earlier was twinned with a ball, bat 
fron anatomical and histological examination, Dr, H, S, ivrurphy 
of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy was of the belief that 
the animal was potentially a boll thou^:}! sexual development had 
been arrested., 
Post~Mortem lixamination of Calf go. 559 
This animal was examined shortly after death by Dr, S, A, 
Benbrook of the Department of 7ete • :nary Pathology and Bacteriology, 
The Stomach 
The ramen was about the size of the other three comnartaents 
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of the st02iach and it contained a grey-hrown opaqae liqaid. An 
oval ancoated hair ball aboat 2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter 
was foand in the rumen. She abomaeal mucosa showed haemorrhages. 
ghe Intestine 
She intestine showed n - c'langes of importance, 
She (rlands 
She liver showed a cloady s-?:elling and a few subcapsalar 
haemorrhages, while the gall bladder contairied a small amoant of 
yellow cloudy bile. All of the lymph rodes were enlarged and con­
gested and those of the viscera showed haemorrhafces. The kidrieys 
showed cloudy s ellings and were congested. The thyiaas gland was 
lirge and showed haemorrhages throughout, 
The Skeletal Tissues 
The femar and humerus showed a peripherally red marrow bat 
the osseous tissue was apparently moraal. The joints of the. legs 
were enlarged. 
Cause of Death 
The ultimate cause of. death was haenorrhagic septicaeae which 
had a good opportunity for development owing to the lowered conditii 
of the calf. 
Discussion of Besults 
?rom the work prese)ited in this and the t\70 earlier pages in 
this series which deal with the problen: of restricted rations for 
calves, it is apparent that milk is not suitable as the sole feed 
for calves when fed for any considerable time. From the amount 
of milk eoEsamed by the c-:lves on a- ration oi milk r.lone, it is 
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apparent that they were "being sapplied with sufficient digestible 
notrients for a time, but later on in the trials they could not 
consame enoagh milk to provide all the digestible natrients they 
required. 
At a much earlier stage in the trials the dry matter provided 
by the milk rations fell below the reqairements of the calves and 
so it would aopear that the calves were not being supplied with 
enough dry matter, especially in the form of bulky constituents. 
It has been sometimes believed that milk was at times de­
ficient in the vitaaine Water-Solable C, but from the bibliography 
presented and the results of the trial reported here on the 
addition of tomato juice to a milk ration, it becomes apparent 
that the vitamines, Pst-Solable A, ifater-Soluble B and Water-
Soluble C, were present in sufficient amounts and did not cacee 
the inefficiency of milk when used as the sole ration, 
The one point of ia»ortance brought out by the results re­
ported here is that the addition of a roughage such as alfalfa 
hay to a milk ration will bring the calves through in good 
shape even though they have gone off badly on a ration of milk 
alone. There may be three factors which render such a roughage 
valuable in the ration. 
It is to begin with bulky and thus renders possible the 
proper distention and development of the rumen and other portions 
of the alimentary tract even at an early age. It has already 
been shown in a previous paper in this series that the addition 
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to a milk ration of grains relatively rich in magnesiaa and poor 
in calciam will prevent the proper deposition of calciam in 
the skeletal tissaes. Alfalfa hay is rich in calciam and so 
acids in maintaining the proper calcium balance. 
f I 
AS has been shown in the resume of previous work certain 
green plants, such as oats, contain an antirichitic vitamine 
whicL aids calciam assimilation. By carefal caring part of this 
vitamine is retained. 5?he alfalfa hay ased in this tissue was 
of the second catting and was put ap rapidly without much ex­
posure to direct sunlight, so there is a possibility that it 
contained some of this vitamine and was thus of greater value 
to the calf. 
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Itom the work reported here it "sould appear that 
1, Milk can not he ased as the sole ration for calves indefinitely 
2, A lack of the vitamines, ?at-Solable A, Wa-cer-Soluble B and 
Water-Solahle C, is not a caase of the inefficiency of milk. 
2, A balky roaghage appears to "be necessary for the calf, 
4, A roughage sach as good pea-green alfalfa may also provide 
some of the antiricMtic vittmine and add to the lime of the calf. 
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STUDISS rj THE GF.OWTH AIH) iTUTEITIOE OP DAET C.aLTSS 
2. S>JL5^?ESDnJG A GEAIN MIZTDES TO YOUIJG CilLVBS 
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Stadies in the Growth and Ilatrition of Dairy Calves 
Z, Self-Jeeding a Grain Mixtare to Young Calves. 
The Qse of the self-feeder in the raisiiig of dairy calves 
has already been discassed in Papers "711 and VIII of this series, 
so it will not "be necessary to go into the history of the work 
here. In the tv.-o previous papers a trial of 60 days' dura­
tion with young calves was reported and also an attempt to 
raise heifers to producing age with the aid of the self-feeder. 
In each case the animals vere given a choice of grains and were 
allowed alfalfa hay at free will while railk was hand fed. 
Experimental W^rk 
In the trial reported here 4 young calves, averaging 16 
days in age, were used. Information concerning them is given 
in Table I and where necessary it is calculated t) the day on 
which the tifel started, namely, 6th of October, 1921, 
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Sable I 
Animsls Used 
Calf Ho, 566 570 572 573 
Breed Jersey Ayrshire Jersey Ayrshire 
BiTth Weighty lbs. 51 56 41 58 
Age, Days 32 18 8 a 
The trial lasted for six periods of SO days each. The 
calves were started on whole milk, hand fed, according to 
their apparent needs, and in the third period the sahstitation 
of skim milk started, thoac^h it Kas not absolately completed 
antil the last period. 
Good alfdlfr hay ~&s tept before the calves at all tiaies 
and they were provided vrith a mixture of 5 parts cracked com, 
2 parte ground oats, 2 parts whest "bran and 1 part old process 
linseed cil meal* by freight, in a self-feeder. Salt was pro­
vided at free will and the animals were watered twice daily. 
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Table II, 
Total Jeed ConsamptiOD for the Group 
Peiiod 
Whole 
Milk 
Sklin 
Milk 
Alfalfa 
Hay 
Grain 
Mirtare 
lbs. lbs. lbs. IbB, 
I 1056 27 S9 
II 1210 107 147 
III 1206 140 160 319 
IT 728 820 221 48S 
48 1770 162 62S 
VI 1880 180 806 
Total 4248 4610 857 2417 
Average x>er 
Calf 1062 1153 214 604 
Dairy Average 
per Calf 5.9 6.4 1,2 3.4 
It •trill "be noted that tie grain consumption is heavy, 
being at ail tiracs greater xhan the hay consamptior:. On the 
average each calf consumed 5,4 poacds of grain daily and only 
1,2 pounds of alfalfa hay, 
fhe live weight of each animal 7?ac obtained at the end of 
each SCHday period. The body rneaBarements, height at vrithers, 
depth of chest and trldth at hooks -pere also deteruiincd, iThc 
animals shoxred excellent gro^rth, fhis is more readily realised 
•V7hen the rstes of grain sre compared with those reported for 
normally fed heifers in Paper III of this series. The normally 
fed heifers have an advantage in a^e of 14 days in the conparison 
with the self-fed calves end yet at the end of the sisth 50-
day period, when the trja ended, the self-fed hetfers showed in­
creases of 491^, 57^, 56^ and in live weight, height, depth 
and 77idth respectively. The 'corresponding increases for the 
heifers fed normally v7ere 509^, 54^, 57^, and 67^, 
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Table III. 
Average Live ^eights and Body Ifeasarenents 
lie ight Depth Width 
iri. in. in. 
25.6 10.9 5.0 
27.9 12.0 6.9 
SO. 5 13.6 8.1 
3S.1 1 15,5 9,1 
S4.6 16.9 10.0 
26.2 j 17.7 11.0 
38.3 18.7 12.2 
Time 
Live 
jeight 
lbs. 
Start of Trial I 59 
End of period I 97 
II 141 
III 183 
17 239 
Y 297 
VI 346 
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lEiie self-fed heifers showed good gains, "bat the cost of the 
gains is a very important factor, DTsing the same feed costs as 
were ased in the other papers of this series it is foand that the 
cost of feed for the normally fed heifers np to six months of age 
was $35,57, and for the self-fed heifers that had a choice of gains 
it was $56,81, while for the heifers in the work reported here, 
where a grain itixture was used the cost was $29,96 or a consider­
able redaction. 
If the cost per pound of live weight gain be considered it is 
foand that it amoants to 14,4^, 14,1{/ and 10,4^ per pound for the 
various groups in the order mentioned above, IDhis would in­
dicate that calves can be raised economicaly when self-fed a 
mixture of grains, 2his is due largely to the fact that the a-
mount of hie'h priced feeds sach as oil raeal are limited and 
cheaper grains, such as oats, form a larger part of the ration. 
SaHtaary 
Prom the work reported here it v;oald a;;pear that dairy 
calves can be fed econoniically until six montlis of age wit% 
a self-fed miztare of cracked corn, ground oats, rheat bran 
and linseed oil n;enl. The proportions of the feeds in the 
laixtare c?ii5 "be sd-.pted to ralirg prices. Alfalfa hay can be 
self-fed and the nilk hard fed according to the reqairements 
of the individual c; Ives, 
